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ADMINISTRATION: 

 
[CASEID]  Case ID 
 
[SERNO]  Serial Number 
 
[HHNO]  Household Number 
 
[INTNUM]  Interviewer Number 
 
[DC]   District Council 
 
[WARD]  Ward 
 
[RV]   Rateable Value 
 
[PDESC]  Property Description 
 
[NHHLD]  Number of Households at this Address 
 
[HSTATUS]  Current Interview Status. Update this before transmission to head office. Once set to 3, 
it can only be changed to 4. 
 
0. No work done yet                    │ 3. Interview started/Any 
1. Calls made but no contact          │    interviewing done 
2. Contact made, no work done yet     │ 4. Other - no interviewing required 
   on questionnaire                   │    (e.g. ineligible, refusal, reallocation)  
 
[RespHH]  Can you interview at this household?  
If you need to reallocate an address once fieldwork has started all you need to do is select reallocate at this 
question, answer the next questions regarding why you are reallocating and save the form. 
You must also phone your area manager asap and let them know the serial number and the reason you are 
reallocating. 
1. Yes 
2. No 
3. Reallocate 
 
[NUMCALLS]  Total Number of Calls made at the address 
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HOUSEHOLD INFORMATION: 

 
[HINTRO] I am first going to ask a few questions about the people who live here and some details about your 
accommodation. 
 
[NUMPERS] I would like to begin by asking you how many people live in your household, that is whose main 
residence this is and who share at least one meal a day, or share living accommodation with you? 
 
INTERVIEWER: ENTER THE NUMBER OF PEOPLE IN HOUSEHOLD HERE 
I also need to know in whose name this accommodation is owned or rented 
and we will begin with them. 
INTERVIEWER: IF THERE IS MORE THAN 1 PERSON CONTINUE READING.. 
Well, as there is more than one person we will begin whoever who has the 
highest income. 
INTERVIEWER: IF INCOMES ARE THE SAME CONTINUE READING.. 
In that case I need to know who is the eldest person whose name this accommodation is in. 
 
 
[PERN]  Person numbers - computed 
 
[NAME]  PERSON 1: PLEASE ENTER FIRST NAME OF THIS PERSON. 
 
IF TWO PEOPLE HAVE THE SAME NAME: ADD, FOR EXAMPLE, JNR OR SNR AFTER THE FIRST 
NAME, SO THAT YOU CAN DISTINGUISH THEM LATER 
 
[RELHRP]  ASK OR RECORD 
 I would now like to ask how all the people in your household are related to each other.   
Code relationship of XXX to HRP.   
Treat relatives of Civil Partners as though the Civil Partners were married. Also, treat cohabiting members of 
the household as though the cohabiting couple were married, unless the couple are a same sex couple but not in 
a Civil Partnership. 
 
1. Household Reference Person        |  6. Nephew/niece of HRP/wife 
2. Spouse of HRP                      |  7. Grandchild of HRP/wife 
3. Child of HRP/wife                  |  8. Other relation of HRP/wife 
4. Parent/grandparent of HRP/wife    |  9. Cohabitee 
5. Brother/sister of HRP/wife        | 10. Civil Partner 
                                       | 11. Other 
 
[SEX]   Enter sex of ..Name.. 
 
1. Male  2. Female 
 
[AGE]     HOUSEHOLD INFORMATION 
What was your age last birthday? 
CHECK WITH RESPONDENT AND ENTER AGREED AGE. 
IF AGE NOT KNOWN RECORD ESTIMATE OF AGE 
 
Enter a numeric value between 0 and 120 
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 [MARSTT]  Are you/is .. Name .. RUNNING PROMPT - CODE FIRST THAT APPLIES 
 
1. Single, that is never married,      -> [LIVTOG] 
2. Married and living with husband\wife,     -> [MARCHK] 
3. A civil partner in a legally-recognised Civil Partnership  -> [MARCHK] 
4. Married and separated from husband\wife,     -> [LIVTOG] 
5. Divorced,         -> [LIVTOG] 
6. Widowed,         -> [LIVTOG] 
7. Spontaneous only - In a legally-recognised Civil Partnership and separated from his/her civil partner,  
         -> [LIVTOG] 
8. Spontaneous only - Formerly a civil partner, the Civil Partnership now legally dissolved,   
         -> [LIVTOG] 
9. Spontaneous only - A surviving civil partner: his/her partner having since died   

 -> [LIVTOG] 
  
 [MARCHK]   Is .. Name ..'s husband/wife/civil partner a member of the household? 
 
1. Yes  
2. No   -> [HRPID] 
 
[LIVTOG]  May I just check, are you currently living with someone in this  household as a couple? 
 
1. yes 
2. no 
3. same sex couple    -> [HRPID] 
 
IF AGE 18 OR LESS  
[EDUC]  Is .. Name .. currently in full-time education? 
 
1. yes  2. no   -> [INDOUT] 
 
 
[HRPID] ASK (OR IF CERTAIN, RECORD)  RECORD IF .. Name .. IS THE PERSON  IN WHOSE 
NAME THIS ACCOMMODATION IS OWNED OR RENTED 
 
1. Yes  2. No 
 
[INDOUT]  PLEASE ENTER THE RESPONSE CODE FOR THIS PERSON.  YOU MUST 
UPDATE THIS QUESTION AS INTERVIEWS ARE COMPLETED 
 
1. Full Personal response             | 6. Non Contact 
2. Proxy response                     | 7. This person is no longer 
3. Incomplete information            |    resident 
4. Outright refusal                   | 8. NOT YET INTERVIEWED 
5. Refusal after promise to           | 9. CHILD - NOT TO BE INTERVIEWED 
    co-operate                        | 
 
[NONCOP]  REASONS FOR INDIVIDUAL NON CO-OPERATION 
 
1. Doesn't believe in surveys        |  9. Too old 
2. Anti-Government                   | 10. Sick 
3. Not interested                    | 11. Disliked survey manner 
4. Can't be bothered                 | 12. Put off by recordkeeping 
5. Too much time involved           | 13. Previous bad experience 
6. Genuinely too busy                | 14. Avoided interview 
7. Working                           | 15. Other reason 
8. Circumstances unsuitable   
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[NUMADULT]  NUMBER OF ADULTS – CALCULATED 
Enter a numeric value between 0 and 16 
 
[NUMCHILD]  NUMBER OF CHILDREN - CALCULATED 
Enter a numeric value between 0 and 16 
 
 
[R(1)-R(16)] I would now like to ask how the other people in your household are related to each other Code 
relationship of B to A 
 
 1. spouse                            | 11. parent-in-law 
 2. cohabiting partner                | 12. brother or sister (incl. 
 3. son/daughter (incl. adopted)     |     adopted) 
 4. step-son/daughter                 | 13. step-brother/sister 
 5. foster child                      | 14. foster brother/sister 
 6. son-in-law/daughter-in-law       | 15. brother/sister-in-law 
 7. parent                            | 16. grand-child 
 8. step-parent                       | 17. grand-parent 
 9. guardian                          | 18. other relation 
10. foster parent                     | 19. other non-relative 
                                       | 20. civil partner 
 
[FAMU]  FAMILY UNIT – CALCULATED 
 
[FOSTER]  IS THE CHILD A FOSTER CHILD?  – CALCULATED 
 
[POSU]  POSITION IN FAMILY UNIT – CALCULATED 
 
[FAMUINFO]  THAT COMPLETES THE PERSONAL INFORMATION ABOUT THE 
INDIVIDUALS IN THIS HOUSEHOLD.  THE INFORMATION WILL NOW BE USED TO DIVIDE THE 
HOUSEHOLD INTO FAMILY UNITS.  PLEASE CHECK THE DISPLAY, AND AMEND AS NECESSARY 
THE RELATIONSHIPS GRID, OR THE MARITAL STATUS DATA IN THE HOUSEHOLD BOX. 
 1. CONTINUE 
 
 
[SHOWFAM] THE HOUSEHOLD MEMBERS HAVE BEEN ALLOCATED TO FAMILY UNITS AS 
FOLLOWS: 
FU No.    Members 
* 1:      A B C D  etc…Total number of Family Units = 1 :(CHECK THIS IS CORRECT!!) 
1. CONTINUE 
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TENURE: 
 
[ACCOMMOD]  TYPE OF BUILDING AT/IN WHICH ADDRESS IS LOCATED 
 
 1. Whole house detached              |  6. Part of house/converted flat or 
 2. Whole bungalow detached           |     maisonette in house 
 3. Whole house/bungalow -            |  7. Rooms in flat/maisonette or 
    semi-detached                      |     house 
 4. Terraced house or terraced        |  8. Dwelling with business premises 
    bungalow                           |  9. Rural cottage 
 5. Purpose-built flat or maisonette  | 10. Other (specify)? -> [ACCOMOTH] 
 
[ACCOMOTH]  PLEASE SPECIFY TYPE OF ACCOMMODATION 
 
[AGEACCOM]  Could you tell me about your .., when was the property built. Was it ... 
RUNNING PROMPT 
 
  1. Before 1919           -> [YRSATAD]   | 4. Between 1965 and 1984 -> [YRSATAD] 
  2. Between 1919 and 1944 -> [YRSATAD]  | 5. 1985 or later?   -> [YRSATAD] 
  3. Between 1945 and 1964 -> [YRSATAD]  | ?. Don’t Know    -> [ESTIMAGE] 
 
[ESTIMAGE]  INTERVIEWER: PLEASE ESTIMATE AGE OF house 
 
  1. Before 1919                           | 4. Between 1965 and 1984 
  2. Between 1919 and 1944                | 5. 1985 or later?  
  3. Between 1945 and 1964                |  
 
 
 
[intrm]  I would like to ask you about all the rooms you have in your household's accommodation. 
COMBINED ROOMS COUNT AS ONE ROOM. EXCLUDE ROOMS USED SOELY FOR BUSINESS. 
INCLUDE ANY ROOM WHICH IS USABLE ALL YEAR ROUND. OPEN PLAN=2 ROOMS IF DIVIDED 
BY SLIDING/FOLDING PARTITION, OTHERWISE 1 ROOM. HALLS,LANDINGS AND ALCOVES DO 
NOT COUNT: (CONTINUE); 
 
[Rooms] How many rooms do you have altogether in your accommodation, that's excluding bathrooms and 
toilets, but including kitchens? 
IF A ROOM IS OPEN-PLAN COUNT IT AS 2 ROOMS IF IT IS DIVIDED BY A SLIDING OR FOLDING 
PARTITION. 
COUNT IT AS 1 ROOM IF IT IS DIVIDED BY CURTAINS OR PORTABLE SCREENS..:  
0..20; 
 
[Bedroom] How many bedrooms do you have? 
Include bedsitters, boxrooms or attic bedrooms  
Bedroom=Any room used for sleeping; there must be one or more. 
A one room bedsit = bedroom :0..20; 
 
 
[HOUSTEN]  SHOW CARD 1 
In which of these ways do you occupy this accommodation? 
 
1. Own it outright       -> [CENTHEAT]    | 4. Rented from H. Executive -> [SCHEME] 
2. Buying it with the help of a           | 5. Rented from a housing 
   mortgage or loan      -> [MORTGAGE]   |    association              -> [SCHEME] 
3. Pay part rent and part mortgage        | 6. Rented privately         -> [RENT] 
   (co-ownership)        -> [MORTGAGE]   | 7. Live here rent free      -> [LANDLORD] 
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                                            | 8. Squatting                -> [HOUSEBEN] 



 
[RENT]  Is your rent collected by the landlord or an agent? 
NB AN AGENT IS A THIRD PARTY PAID TO COLLECT RENT FROM TENANTS 
  1. the landlord 
  2. an agent 
 
 
[FURNISH]  Is the accommodation provided: furnished, partly furnished, or unfurnished?   
CODE 2 IF SOME FURNITURE PROVIDED BUT NOT THE BASIC NECESSITIES 
 
  1. furnished 
  2. partly furnished           
  3. Unfurnished     
       -> [RATES] 
 
[MORTGAGE]  Who provided the mortgage or loan to buy this property - 
  Was it ....RUNNING PROMPT (IF MORE THAN ONE CODE MAIN SOURCE) 
 
  1. a Building Society                 | 6. a Relative 
  2. the NI Housing Executive          | 7. an Employer (other than 1-6) 
  3. an Insurance Company              | 8. Private Individual 
  4. a Bank                             | 9. Other ? -> [SPECIFY] 
  5. a Solicitor                        | 
          -> [HOUSEBEN] 
 
 
[HOUSEBEN]  HOUSING BENEFIT  Some people qualify for Housing Benefit, 
(that is, a rent or rates rebate or allowance) are you receiving Housing Benefit? 
 
  1. Yes 
  2. No 
 
[ELSEBEN]  Is anyone in the household receiving Housing Benefit? (a rent or rates rebate 
allowance)  NB – INCLUDE ANYONE ELSE IN THE HOUSEHOLD, AGED 16 OR OVER (APART FROM 
HRP AND SPOUSE/COHABITEE) 
 
  1. Yes 
  2. No 
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INTERNET ACCESS & ACCESS TO A CAR 
 
[COMPUTR] We are now going to ask a couple of questions about Internet Access and Access to a car.  Does 
your household have computer? 
 

1. Yes 
2. No 

 
 
[INET2] Does your household have access to the internet at home? 
 

1. Yes -> [ACCESS] 
2. No -> [OWNCAR] 
 

 
[ACCESS] How does your household access the internet from home? 
  CODE ALL THAT APPLY 
 
  1. Home computer  -> [OWNCAR] 
  2. Digital television  -> [OWNCAR] 
  3. Mobile phone  -> [OWNCAR] 
  4. Games console  -> [OWNCAR] 
  5. Other   -> [SPACESS] 
 
 
[NETOTHER] Please specify other access to the internet 
 
 
[ACCESS2] Does your household access the internet with a broadband connection? 
INTERVIEWER: BROADBAND IS A SERVICE THAT GIVES YOU AN 'ALWAYS ON' CONNECTION   
 

1. Yes 
2. No 
 

[LANDLINE]  Do you have a fixed telephone line (landline) in your home? 
INTERVIEWER: THIS SHOULD BE AN ACTIVE TELEPHONE NUMBER 

 
 

1. Yes 
2. No 

 
[OWNCAR] Is there a car or van normally available for use by you or any  
member of your household? 
INCLUDE ANY PROVIDED BY EMPLOYERS IF NORMALLY AVAILABLE FOR PRIVATE USE. 
EXCLUDE ANY USED SOLELY FOR THE CARRIAGE OF GOODS. 
 
  1. Yes     2. No 
 
 
[MANYCARS]   How many cars/vans are available? 
 
Enter a numeric value between 1 and 10  -> [INTROI] 
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RECYCLING:   
 
[ENVIRON]   RECYCLING – INTRODUCE There is now considerable interest in the environment. We 
would like to know if you have any concerns about the environment in Northern Ireland. 

[CONCERN]     In general, how concerned, or not, are you personally about the environmental issues that 
impact on you? 
INTERVIEWER CAN PROMPT HERE 

1. Very concerned 
2. Fairly concerned 
3. Not very concerned 
4. Not at all concerned 

[WORRY1]   SHOW CARD 9 (ENVIRONMENTAL PROBLEMS)  
Could you look at this list of environmental problems and tell me which, if any, you think is the most important 
to you?  
 

1.  Pollution in rivers                       
2.  Pollution in bathing waters and beaches 
3.  Traffic exhaust fumes and urban smog     
4.  Loss of plants and animals in NI        
5.  Ozone layer depletion            
6.  Tropical forest destruction               
7.  Climate change                            
8.  Loss of trees and hedgerows in NI         
9.  Fumes and smoke from factories            
10. Traffic congestion                        
11. Use of pesticides, fertilisers etc       
12. Acid rain                                
13. Waste disposal                  
14. Noise                                     
15. None of these                             
16. Other       
 

[WORRY2]   SHOW CARD 9 (ENVIRONMENTAL PROBLEMS)  
...and which is the second most important problem? 

[WORRY3]   SHOW CARD 9 (ENVIRONMENTAL PROBLEMS)  
...and which is the third most important problem? 

[OWORRY] Please specify the other problem. 
 

[PHRASE] Have you heard of any of the following phrases? 
PLEASE CODE ALL THAT APPLY 
 
   1. Sustainable development 
   2. Wake up to Waste 
   3. Biodiversity 
   4. Reduce, Reuse, Recycle 
   5. None 
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[ACTION] SHOW CARD 10 (ENVIRONMENTAL ACTION) 
Could you tell me which of the following actions, if any,  you have regularly taken for environmental reasons in 
the last 12 months? 
PLEASE CODE ALL THAT APPLY 

   1. Cut down the amount of electricity/gas you (or your household) uses 
   2. Cut down on use of water 
   3. Deliberately used public transport\walked\cycled 
   4. Cut down on the use of a car for short journeys 
   5. Done things to encourage wildlife in your garden 
   6. Bought toilet rolls\kitchen towels made from recycled paper 
   7. Decided not to buy a particular product because it had too much packaging 
   8. Bought organically produced food 
   9. Used low energy light bulbs in the home 
  10. Avoided food waste 
  11. Reduced the junk mail you receive 
  12. Avoided buying products you throw away 
  13. Ensured clothes/furniture that you no longer want is reused 
  14. Reused plastic bags 
  15. Other - PLEASE MAKE A NOTE 
  16. None 

[ENDRCY]  That is the end of the Recycling Section. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 
 



 

INDIVIDUAL INFORMATION: 
  
[INTROI]  INTRODUCTION TO INDIVIDUAL SECTION 
 
That's the end of the household section. The next set of questions relate to a variety of topics. Since we all 
usually differ in our answers to these questions we like to ask them of each person in the household who is aged 
16 and over 
 
   1. continue     
 
[INDINT]   INTERVIEWER - IF YOU ARE GOING TO INTERVIEW AN INDIVIDUAL NOW, 
PLEASE TYPE 1 TO CONTINUE OTHERWISE LEAVE QUESTIONNAIRE(SELECT EXIT ICON) AND 
ARRANGE APPOINTMENT(S) TO RETURN TO INTERVIEW ADULTS 1. continue 
 
[PERSN]   PLEASE ENTER THE PERSON NUMBER OF THE ADULT TO BE 
INTERVIEWED NOW (you are at INTERVIEW 1 of the 2 ADULTS to be interviewed) THE ADULTS IN 
THE HOUSEHOLD ARE: 
 
  1: *HRP   .. SEX .. .. AGE .. 
  2: PARTNER  .. SEX .. .. AGE .. 
ETC...   * THOSE ALREADY INTERVIEWED 
 
Enter a numeric value between 1 and 15 
 
[PERSCHK] YOU ARE ABOUT TO INTERVIEW PERSON: .. NUMBER ..  
  HRP IS .. SEX .. AGED ..AGE .. years  
 
YOU ARE ABOUT TO INTERVIEW PERSON: 1,  .. IS A Male AGED 45 years 
 IF CORRECT, TYPE 1 (4 FOR PROXY) TO CONTINUE, OTHERWISE GO BACK AND ENTER 
CORRECT PERSON NUMBER OF CURRENT RESPONDENT 
 DO YOU WISH TO INTERVIEW THIS PERSON NOW OR LATER? 
 
  1. Now                ->  [MOBILEP]    | 4. Take proxy as last resort   -> [RESPNO]  
  2. Later               -> [PERSN]      | 5. REFUSAL OR FINAL NON-CONTACT for 
  3. No longer resident  -> [PERSN]      |    this person ONLY             -> [PERSN]     
 
[RESPNO]  INTERVIEWER - IF YOU ARE GOING TO TAKE THIS INTERVIEW BY PROXY 
PLEASE ENTER THE PERSON NUMBER OF THE PERSON YOU ARE TALKING TO (This will not be 
the person you are TALKING ABOUT) HERE AGAIN IS THE LIST OF ALL THE PERSONS IN THE 
HOUSEHOLD 
 
  1: HRP Male 45 
  2: PARTNER Female 44 
 
IN THE FOLLOWING QUESTIONS PLEASE NOTE THAT -YOU- REFERS TO THE PROXY 
RESPONDENT EG. DO -YOU- HAVE A MOBILE PHONE? ACTUALLY ASKS DOES -THIS PERSON- 
OWN A MOBILE PHONE? 
 
PLEASE REMEMBER THAT ALL THE QUESTIONS IN THIS INTERVIEW REFER TO: 
PERSON: 1, HRP IS A Male AGED 45 years 
enter person number 
Enter a numeric value between 1 and 10  -> [STILLSCH] 
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[NITBINT]  Thank you. Firstly, I am going to ask you some questions about tourism. There is considerable 
interest in learning more about overnight and day trips that people living in Northern Ireland are taking.": 
(CONTINUE) 
 
[NITBINT1]    I would like to ask you about overnight trips you have returned from in the last four weeks. 
I am interested in all overnight trips taken for whatever reason, including holidays, visits to friends and relatives 
and business trips. 
The four weeks I am talking about are from (date insert) through to today (date insert) : (CONTINUE) 
 
[NITB1]       Have you returned from any trips in the past four weeks that involved staying away from home for 
one night or more? 
Please include any trips taken where the main destination was abroad but where you stayed away from home in 
the UK or Republic of Ireland as part of that trip. 
 
INTERVIEWER: Examples would include staying overnight at an airport hotel prior to a flight abroad. 
: YesNo 
[If No then go to Day Trips section] 
 
[NUMoTRIP]      How many of these overnight trips have you taken?             
PLEASE ENTER A MAXIMUM OF 10 TRIPS:  1..10 
 
[Intro]     I would now like to ask you about these trips. 
:(continue) 
 
[country]  Thinking about Trip (no. insert), in which country was this overnight trip to?: 
            (nir "Northern Ireland", 
             roi "Republic of Ireland", 
             eng "England", 
             sco "Scotland", 
             wal "Wales", 
             oth "Other part of the UK eg Channel Islands" 

ott  "Other part of the world") 
[If ott then NILK] 
 
[NILK]      Which country was this trip to? 
 
[NITB8a]      SHOWCARD 4 
What type of accommodation did you stay in during the time you spent in (insert country)? 
IF STAYED AT MORE THAN ONE ACCOMMODATION TYPE, PROBE TO FIND OUT WHICH ONE 
THEY STAYED AT THE LONGEST AND CODE":  
1. Hotel/motel 
2. Guest House 
3. Farmhouse 
4. Bed & Breakfast 
5. Self catering in rented flat/apartment 
6. Self catering in rented house/chalet/villa/bungalow/cottage 
7. Hostel – official/group 
8. Hostel – independent 
9. University/school 
10. Friend’s home 
11. Relative’s home 
12. Own second home/timeshare 
13. Holiday camp/village – self catering 
14. Holiday camp/village – serviced 
15. Camping 
16. Caravan – towed 
17. Caravan - campervan/motor caravan/motorhome 
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18. Caravan – static owned 
19. Caravan – static not owned 
20. Boat(s) 
21. Sleeper cab of lorry/truck 
22. Transit 
23. Other (specify) 
 
[NITB8b]      Please specify other 
PLEASE MAKE SURE THE ANSWER ISN'T ALREADY IN THE LIST BEFORE USING THIS. 
PLEASE DO NOT RECORD DON'T KNOW AT THIS QUESTION. PLEASE RECORD DON'T KNOW AT 
THE PREVIOUS: STRING[200] 
 
[NITB4a]      SHOWCARD 5 
What was the main reason for this trip?":  
1. Holiday/pleasure/leisure 
2. Visiting friends or relatives – mainly holiday 
3. Visiting friends or relatives – mainly other reason 
4. To attend a conference 
5. To attend an exhibition/trade show/agricultural show 
6. School trip/Education 
7. To do paid work/on business 
8. Travel/transport IS my work 
9. Shopping 
10. To attend a sporting event 
11. To attend a common interest group 
12. Other reason (specify) 
 
[NITB6]       Could you tell me the total number of nights you stayed overnight during this trip?: 1..28 
[if NI/ROI then NITB7a, if Scotland then NITB7C] 
 
[NITB7e]      Which of the following best describes the type of destination of this trip?: 
1. City 
2. Seaside 
3. Countryside (including lakeside, river etc.) 
4. Cruise ship 
5. Mountains (highlands, hills, etc.) 
6. Other 
 
[NITB7a]      Where did you stay in (insert country)? 
             
TYPE THE FIRST 3 LETTERS OF THE PLACE TO BRING UP A LIST OF PLACES 
IF LOCATION NOT AVAILABLE IN LIST, PROBE FOR NEAREST LOCATION THAT IS 
THE RESPONDENT MAY HAVE STATED THE TRIP IS TO NORTHERN IRELAND HOWEVER IT 
MAY HAVE INCLUDED AN OVERNIGHT STAY IN THE REPUBLIC OF IRELAND AS WELL AND 
VICE VERSA": STRING[20] , NODONTKNOW, NOREFUSAL 
 
[NITB7C]      Where did you stay in Scotland? 
TYPE THE FIRST 3 LETTERS OF THE PLACE TO BRING UP A LIST OF PLACES 
IF LOCATION NOT AVAILABLE IN LIST, PROBE FOR NEAREST LOCATION THAT IS 
THE RESPONDENT MAY HAVE STATED THE TRIP IS TO NORTHERN IRELAND HOWEVER IT 
MAY HAVE INCLUDED AN OVERNIGHT STAY IN THE REPUBLIC OF IRELAND AS WELL AND 
VICE VERSA: STRING[20] , NODONTKNOW, NOREFUSAL 
[If Scottish trip then skip to Retdte1] 
 
[NITB7D]      Where did you stay in England? 
TYPE THE FIRST 3 LETTERS OF THE PLACE TO BRING UP A LIST OF PLACES 
IF LOCATION NOT AVAILABLE IN LIST, PROBE FOR NEAREST LOCATION THAT IS 
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THE RESPONDENT MAY HAVE STATED THE TRIP IS TO NORTHERN IRELAND HOWEVER IT 
MAY HAVE INCLUDED AN OVERNIGHT STAY IN THE REPUBLIC OF IRELAND AS WELL AND 
VICE VERSA: STRING[20] , NODONTKNOW, NOREFUSAL 
[If English trip then skip to Retdte1] 
 
 
[NITB7B]       How many nights did you stay overnight in (insert place) during the trip ?": 1..28 
[If total nights ≠ nitb7b then go to NITB9, else skip to Retdte1] 
 
[NITB9]       And did you spend one night or more anywhere else in Northern Ireland or the Republic of Ireland 
on this trip? 
THE RESPONDENT MAY HAVE STATED THE TRIP IS TO NORTHERN IRELAND HOWEVER IT 
MAY HAVE INCLUDED AN OVERNIGHT STAY IN THE REPUBLIC OF IRELAND AS WELL AND 
VICE VERSA : YesNo 
 
[NITB10a]     Could you tell me the name of the second location/town/village in Northern Ireland or Republic 
of Ireland you stayed overnight during this trip. This includes any overnight stops on the journey? 
TYPE THE FIRST 3 LETTERS OF THE PLACE TO BRING UP A LIST OF PLACES 
If location not available in list probe for nearest location that is: STRING[20] , NODONTKNOW, 
NOREFUSAL 
 
[NITB10b]      How many nights did you spend in (insert place)?: 1..28 
 
[NITB11a]      SHOWCARD 4 
What type of accommodation did you stay in during the time you spent in (insert place)? 
IF STAYED AT MORE THAN ONE ACCOMMODATION TYPE, PROBE TO FIND OUT WHICH ONE 
THEY STAYED AT THE LONGEST AND CODE:  
1. Hotel/motel 
2. Guest House 
3. Farmhouse 
4. Bed & Breakfast 
5. Self catering in rented flat/apartment 
6. Self catering in rented house/chalet/villa/bungalow/cottage 
7. Hostel – official/group 
8. Hostel – independent 
9. University/school 
10. Friend’s home 
11. Relative’s home 
12. Own second home/timeshare 
13. Holiday camp/village – self catering 
14. Holiday camp/village – serviced 
15. Camping 
16. Caravan – towed 
17. Caravan - campervan/motor caravan/motorhome 
18. Caravan – static owned 
19. Caravan – static not owned 
20. Boat(s) 
21. Sleeper cab of lorry/truck 
22. Transit 
23. Other (specify) 
 
 
[NITB11b]      Please specify other 
PLEASE MAKE SURE THE ANSWER ISN'T ALREADY IN THE LIST BEFORE USING THIS. 
PLEASE DO NOT RECORD DON'T KNOW AT THIS QUESTION. PLEASE RECORD DON'T KNOW AT 
THE PREVIOUS QUESTION: STRING [250] 
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[Retdte1]     On what date did you return from this overnight trip? 
INTERVIEWER: DATE MUST LIE BETWEEN (insert date) AND (insert date): Date type 
 
[NITB13a] SHOWCARD 6 
What form of transport did you use on the longest part of your journey from home to your destination. By 
longest I mean by distance not by time?:   
1. Train  
2. Regular bus/coach 
3. Organised coach tour 
4. Car – own/friend’s/firm’s 
5. Car – hired 
6. Taxi 
7. Motorised caravan/camper/dormobile 
8. Motor cycle 
9. Bicycle 
10. Air travel 
11. Hitch-hiking (in any vehicle) 
12. Walked/on foot 
13. Lorry/truck/van 
14. Minibus 
15. Ferry 
16. Other (specify) 
 
[NITB13b]      Please specify other 
PLEASE MAKE SURE THE ANSWER ISN'T ALREADY IN THE LIST BEFORE USING THIS. 
PLEASE DO NOT RECORD DON'T KNOW AT THIS QUESTION. PLEASE RECORD DON'T KNOW AT 
THE PREVIOUS QUESTION: STRING [250] 
 
[NITOa]      How did you book your main means of transport? 
1. Tour operator 
2. Travel agency 
3. Internet 
4. Directly with service provider 
5. No booking was needed 
6. Other 
 
[NINETa]      How did you book your accommodation? 
1. Tour operator 
2. Travel agency 
3. Internet 
4. Directly with service provider 
5. No booking was needed 
6. Other 
 
[NITOa]      Was this a package trip? 
YesNo 
 
[NITBSPND]    I would like to ask you about your expenditure on this trip. I would like you to include 
anything spent by you or anyone else for whom you paid.   
I want you to include any bills that were paid on your behalf if, for instance, it was a trip where another member 
of your family or your employer paid for anything on the trip. And I would also like you to include the cost of 
bookings paid in advance, other items bought specially for that trip and payments for bills received after you 
returned home. 
RECORD ANSWERS TO NEAREST £ STERLING. 
IF EUROS ASK RESPONDENT TO CONVERT TO STERLING" : (CONTINUE) 
 
[NITB14a]      How much did you spend on Package travel, package holiday or package tour? 
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PLEASE INCLUDE ANY SPENDING MADE BY THE RESPONDENT ON BEHALF OF OTHER PEOPLE 
ACCOMODATION IS RECORDED HERE IF IT IS A PACKAGE HOLIDAY AND NOT IN NEXT 
QUESTION       : 0..9997 
 
[NITB14b]      How much did you spend on accommodation? 
This refers to all serviced accomodation (e.g. hotels. B&B) and/or non-serviced accomodation (e.g. self-
catering, campsites). 
PLEASE INCLUDE ANY SPENDING MADE BY THE RESPONDENT ON BEHALF OF OTHER PEOPLE 
PLEASE DON'T INCLUDE ANY SPENDING ALREADY COVERED BY PACKAGE TRAVEL: 0..9997 
 
[NITB14c]      How much did you spend on travel costs to and from the destination, and during the trip? 
This refers to bus/train/air fares, taxis, fuel etc. 
PLEASE INCLUDE ANY SPENDING MADE BY THE RESPONDENT ON BEHALF OF OTHER PEOPLE 
PLEASE DON'T INCLUDE ANY SPENDING ALREADY COVERED BY PACKAGE TRAVEL: 0..9997 
 
[NITB14d]      How much did you spend on services or advice (e.g. travel guides, tourist information)? 
PLEASE INCLUDE ANY SPENDING MADE BY THE RESPONDENT ON BEHALF OF OTHER PEOPLE 
PLEASE DON'T INCLUDE ANY SPENDING ALREADY COVERED BY PACKAGE TRAVEL: 0..9997 
 
[NITB14e]      How much did you spend on buying clothes? 
This refers to clothes purchased specifically beforehand for the trip or on the trip. 
PLEASE INCLUDE ANY SPENDING MADE BY THE RESPONDENT ON BEHALF OF OTHER PEOPLE: 
0..9997 
 
[NITB14f]     How much did you spend on food and drink? 
PLEASE INCLUDE ANY SPENDING MADE BY THE RESPONDENT ON BEHALF OF OTHER PEOPLE 
PLEASE DON'T INCLUDE ANY SPENDING ALREADY COVERED BY PACKAGE TRAVEL: 0..9997 
 
[NITB14g]      How much did you spend on other shopping? 
PLEASE INCLUDE ANY SPENDING MADE BY THE RESPONDENT ON BEHALF OF OTHER PEOPLE: 
0..9997 
 
[NITB14h]      How much did you spend on entertainment? 
This refers to things like theatre tickets, cinema, admission prices to an event/concert/place of interest (for 
example W5 or a zoo). 
PLEASE INCLUDE ANY SPENDING MADE BY THE RESPONDENT ON BEHALF OF OTHER PEOPLE 
PLEASE DON'T INCLUDE ANY SPENDING ALREADY COVERED BY PACKAGE TRAVEL: 0..9997 
 
[NITB14i]      How much did you spend on anything else? 
PLEASE INCLUDE ANY SPENDING MADE BY THE RESPONDENT ON BEHALF OF OTHER PEOPLE: 
0..9997 
 
[NITB14j]     So that means you spent (insert cost) pounds in total. Does that sound about right? 
IF RESPONDENT SAYS NO GO BACK AND CHANGE THE COSTS:  (Yes) 
 
[NITB12]      How many people were in your immediate party on this trip. That is, people included in this 
expenditure including yourself? 
WE ARE INTERESTED IN THE IMMEDIATE PARTY ONLY, NOT TOTAL NUMBER OF PEOPLE ON A 
COACH TOUR, FOR EXAMPLE.   : 1..97 
 
[NITB12a]     How many of your immediate party were children under the age of 16? :0..97 
 

Day Trips 
 
[DNITBINT2]  I'd like to ask you about any outings or day trips you made for leisure or business purposes in 
the last seven days in the UK or the Republic of Ireland.  
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Please think about any outings or day trips you made on the same day from your home or from any place you 
were staying when you were away from home.  
The seven days I am talking about are from (insert date) through to today (insert date). 
INTERVIEWER PLEASE EXCLUDE ANY OVERNIGHT STAYS IN HOTELS ETC AS THESE ARE NOT 
DAY TRIPS.:(CONTINUE) 
 
[numtrip(3)]  SHOWCARD 10 
Please tell me how many outings or day trips you took in the last seven days that included one of the activities 
on the showcard as the main activity? 
INTERVIEWER: ENTER TOTAL NUMBER OF TRIPS MADE IN THE LAST SEVEN DAYS. 
EACH TRIP MUST HAVE BEEN AT LEAST THREE HOURS 
EACH TRIP MUST INCLUDE ONE OF THE ACTIVITIES ON THE SHOWCARD AS THE MAIN 
ACTIVITY 
WE ARE NOT INTERESTED IN ANY MAIN ACTIVITY NOT LISTED ON THE SHOWCARD.:  0..7 
 
 [Intro]    I would now like to ask you about these day trips.":(continue) 
 
[country]    Thinking about Trip (insert number), in which country was the day trip to?: 
            (nir "Northern Ireland", 
             roi "Republic of Ireland", 

eng “England”, 
sco “Scotland”, 
wal “Wales”, 
oth “Other UK”) 

 
[DNITB1a]     SHOWCARD 10 
What was the main activity on this day trip?:    
1. Walk, hill-walk, rambling 
2. Cycling, mountain biking 
3. Swimming 
4. Visit beach, sunbathe, paddle in sea 
5. Taking part in sports or active pursuits – indoor, outdoor, field, water 
6. Watching live sport or attending a live event 
7. A hobby or special interest 
8. Visit a museum 
9. Visit a leisure attraction or place of interest 
10. Visit a park or garden 
11. To eat out 
12. To drink out 
13. For entertainment (for example, going to cinema/ theatre/ club etc.) 
14. To go shopping as a leisure activity, that is not for food and other essentials on a regular basis 
15. Drive, sightsee, picnic, pleasure boating 
16. Visiting friends or relatives 
17. To take part in informal sports, games and relaxation 
18. To attend a conference 
19. To attend an exhibition/trade show/agricultural show 
20. To do paid work 
21. On business in general 
22. Travel/transport IS my work 
 
[DNITB1b]  Was this day trip made to a place you normally go to 'your usual environment' or somewhere else. 
Places you normally go to 'your usual environment' include the area where you live, the area where you usually 
work, and the area where you do your everyday shopping? 
Trips that were for work but were not in the location that your normally work (in other words a business trip) 
are considered to be outside your usual environment.:    
1. Usual environment - place I live/work/shop 
2. Somewhere else 
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[DNITBLOCa]   What was the name of the main destination you visited during this trip? 
TYPE THE FIRST 3 LETTERS OF THE PLACE TO BRING UP A LIST OF PLACES 
If location not available in list probe for nearest location that is: STRING[20] , NODONTKNOW, 
NOREFUSAL 
 
[DRetMth1]     On which date did you take this day trip? 
Possible dates lie between (insert date) and today (insert date) : date type 
 
[DNITB3]       How far did you travel in miles to reach the main destination of your trip, from your starting 
point and back again?: 1..997 
 
[DNITB4]       How long did this day trip last in hours, from when you left your starting point to when you 
returned? 
INTERVIEWER: RECORD IN WHOLE HOURS. 
PLEASE TAKE CARE RECORDING THIS.: 0..24 
 
[DNITB5]       SHOWCARD 6 
What mode of transport did you use to reach your main destination?:   
1. Train 
2. Regular bus\coach 
3. Organised coach tour 
4. Car - own\friend's\firm's 
5. Car – hired 
6. Taxi 
7. Motorised caravan\camper\dormobile 
8. Motor cycle 
9. Bicycle 
10. Air travel 
11. Hitch-hiking (in any vehicle) 
12. Walked\on foot 
13. Lorry\truck\van 
14. Minibus 
15. Ferry 
16. Other (specify) 
 
[DNITB5b]      Please specify other 
PLEASE MAKE SURE THE ANSWER ISN'T ALREADY IN THE LIST BEFORE  USING THIS.  
PLEASE DO NOT RECORD DON'T KNOW AT THIS QUESTION. PLEASE RECORD DON'T KNOW AT 
THE PREVIOUS QUESTION: STRING [250] 
 
[DNITB6]      I would like to ask you about your expenditure on this day trip. I would like you to include 
anything spent by you or anyone else for whom you paid.   
I want you to include any bills that were paid on your behalf if, for instance, it was a trip where another member 
of your family or your employer paid for anything on the trip. 
And I would also like you to include the cost of bookings paid in advance, other items bought specially for that 
trip and payments for bills received after you returned home. 
RECORD ANSWERS TO NEAREST £ STERLING. 
IF EUROS ASK RESPONDENT TO CONVERT TO STERLING: (continue) 
 
[DNITB6a]      How much did you spend on travel costs to and from the destination, and during the trip? 
PLEASE INCLUDE ANY SPENDING MADE BY THE RESPONDENT ON BEHALF OF OTHER PEOPLE 
INTERVIEWER: PLEASE ENTER TO THE NEAREST POUND": 0..9997 
 
[DNITB6c]      How much did you spend on buying clothes? 
These are clothes purchased specifically for the trip or purchased on the trip 
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PLEASE INCLUDE ANY SPENDING MADE BY THE RESPONDENT ON BEHALF OF OTHER 
PEOPLE:0..9997 
 
[DNITB6d]      How much did you spend on eating and drinking out? 
PLEASE INCLUDE ANY SPENDING MADE BY THE RESPONDENT ON BEHALF OF OTHER PEOPLE: 
0..9997 
 
[DNITB6e]      How much did you spend on other shopping. 
This is anything purchased in a shop that is not clothes? 
PLEASE INCLUDE ANY SPENDING MADE BY THE RESPONDENT ON BEHALF OF OTHER PEOPLE: 
0..9997 
 
[DNITB6f]      How much did you spend on entertainment? 
PLEASE INCLUDE ANY SPENDING MADE BY THE RESPONDENT ON BEHALF OF OTHER PEOPLE: 
0..9997 
 
[DNITB6g]      How much did you spend on anything else. 
For example car parking, admission to attractions? 
PLEASE INCLUDE ANY SPENDING MADE BY THE RESPONDENT ON BEHALF OF OTHER PEOPLE: 
0..9997 
 
[DNITB6ch]     So that means you spent (insert cost) pounds in total. Does that sound about right? 
INTERVIEWER: IF RESPONDENT SAYS NO GO BACK AND CHANGE THE COSTS:  (Yes) 
 
[DNITB6h]      How many people were in your party including yourself?: 1..97 
 
[DNITB6i]      How many of your immediate party were children under the age of 16?: 0..97 
 

Leisure Trips 
 
[(if country=NI/ROI and NITB4a=hol) or (NITB4a=fri) then ask NILEIS] 
[NILEIS]      SHOWCARD 7 
You mentioned earlier that your recent overnight trip(s) in Northern Ireland was mainly for holiday reasons. 
Which, if any, of these statements best describes your main reason for holidaying in Northern Ireland?:  
1. I wanted to explore Northern Ireland's sights and to find out about its culture 
2. I wanted an outdoor holiday where I can be physically active 
3. I wanted to spend time with my family/loved ones 
4. I wanted to go on an organised holiday with friends or a group of likeminded people 
5. I wanted a luxury holiday in luxury accommodation 
6. I wanted to experience the night life 
7. I wanted to meet the locals/other new people 
8. I wanted to relax and get away from things 
9. Other 
10. None 
 
[NILEISO]     Please specify: string[200] 
 
[NIINF]       SHOWCARD 8 
Did any of the following attractions influence your decision to holiday within Northern Ireland? 
CODE ALL THAT APPLY: SET[12]  
1. Giant's Causeway/Causeway Coast 
2. Saint Patrick/Christian Heritage 
3. Walled City of Derry 
4. Titanic and Maritime Belfast 
5. The Mournes 
6. Fermanagh Lakelands 
7. Sperrin Mountains 
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8. Glens/Antrim Hills 
9. Lough Neagh 
10. Strangford 
11. Sea and Coast 
12. Forests 
13. None 
 
[NIACT]       SHOWCARD 9 
Did you participate in any of these activities or visit any of these attractions on your recent holiday in Northern 
Ireland? 
Examples of adventure activities would include Archery, Caving, Climbing, Coasteering & Bouldering, Diving, 
Gliding, Hang Gliding & Para Gliding, Kite Buggying, Kite Surfing, Microlight Flying, Orienteering, Paintball 
and Combat Games, Sailing, Skydiviing & Parachuting, Surfing, Zorbing, Hovercrafting, Waterskiing and 
Wakeboarding, Windsurfing: SET[22] OF niactiv: set [22] 
1. Walking/Rambling with use of map/guide 
2. Fishing 
3. Golf 
4. Canoeing 
5. Cycling 
6. Equestrian/Trekking 
7. Adventure activities 
8. Country/Forest parks 
9. Gardens 
10. Beaches/Coastlines 
11. Wildlife 
12. Tracing roots/Genealogy 
13. Historic properties/sites 
14. Museums/Art galleries 
15. Visitor centres 
16. Other visitor attraction 
17. Festival/Event 
18. Shopping 
19. City tours 
20. Going to pub/restaurant/nightclub 
21. Learning activities (e.g. cooking, photography, music, language) 
22. Any others 
23. None 
 
[NIADV]      Please state what adventure activities you participated in.: STRING [100] 
 
[NIFEST]      Please state what festival/event you attended.: STRING [100] 
 
[NIOTH]       Please state what other activities you participated in.: STRING [100] 
 
 

No Trips 
 
[if no overnight trips and no day trips then ask NOTRIPSa] 
[NOTRIPSa] SHOWCARD 11 
What is the main reason why you have not taken an overnight trip in Northern Ireland?: 
1. nothnk     "Did not think about it", 
2. weathr     "The poor weather", 
3. busy       "Too busy with work/studying - no time", 
4. poorh      "Poor health/family responsibilities", 
5. famr       “Family responsibilities”, 
6. lackdi     "Lack of disposable income", 
7. overn      "Too close to home to spend an overnight/too close to home to feel like a holiday", 



8. value      "Better value elsewhere", 
9. expen      "Accommodation expensive", 
10. prefer     "There are other places that I would prefer to visit", 
11. stay        “prefer to stay at home/did not want to travel”, 
12. safe        “Safety”, 
13. oth         "Other") 
 
[If other in NOTRIPSa then ask NOTRIPSo] 
[NOTRIPSo] Please specify other 
PLEASE MAKE SURE THE ANSWER ISN'T ALREADY IN THE LIST BEFORE USING THIS. 
PLEASE DO NOT RECORD DON'T KNOW AT THIS QUESTION. PLEASE RECORD DON'T KNOW AT 
THE PREVIOUS QUESTION: STRING [250] 
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CULTURE, ARTS AND LEISURE ACTIVITIES: 
 
[DCALINT]  The next set of questions are brought to you by the Department of Culture, Arts and Leisure in 
Northern Ireland. 
 
[ANYYRPA]   SHOW CARD 12 (SPORTS AND LEISURE ACTIVITIES-2pages) 
I would like you to tell me if you have taken part in or played any of the following sports during the last 12 
months that is since .. DATE LAST YR ..  
Please do not count any teaching, coaching or refereeing you may have done. 
  SET [40] OF SPORTS; 
 
1. Rugby Union or league   | 22. Tenpin bowling  
 2. American football    | 23. Swimming or diving 
 3. Football indoors (INC 5-A-SIDE)  | 24. Angling/fishing 
 4. Football outdoors (INC 5-A-SIDE  | 25. Yachting or dinghy sailing 
 5. Gaelic football    | 26. Canoeing 
 6. Camogie     | 27. Windsurfing/boardsailing 
 7. Hurling     | 28. Keepfit, aerobics, yoga, dance exercise 
 8. Cricket     | 29. Martial Arts (INCLUDE SELF DEFENCE) 
 9. Hockey (EXCLUDE ICE, ROLLER  | 30. Weight training\lifting\body building 
  OR STREET HOCKEY)   | 31. Gymnastics 
10. Netball     | 32. Snooker, pool, billiards 
11. Tennis     | 33. Ice skating (IF ROLLER EXCLUDE) 
12. Badminton     | 34. Darts 
13. Squash     | 35. Golf, pitch and putt, putting (EXCLUDE 
14. Basketball     |        CRAZY/MINIATURE GOLF) 
15. Table tennis     | 36. Skiing 
16. Track and field athletics   | 37. Horse riding (EXCLUDE POLO) 
17. Jogging     | 38. Motor sports 
18. Cycling for recreation   | 39. Shooting 
19.  Walking for recreation    
20. Indoor bowls    | 40. Other  -> [XOTHYPA] 
21. Outdoor (lawn) bowls   | 41. None of these  -> [MOWALKS] 
Enter at most 39 values 
 
 
[XOTHYPA] Please tell me what the other sport(s) or physical activity(s) were? 
 
[ANYYRPB]   SHOW CARD 12 (SPORTS AND LEISURE ACTIVITIES-2pages) 
I would like you to tell me if you have taken part in or played any of the following sports during the last 4 
weeks that is since .. DATE LAST YR ..  
Please do not count any teaching, coaching or refereeing you may have done. 
  SET [40] OF SPORTS; 
 
[XOTHYPB] Please tell me what the other sport(s) or physical activity(s) were? 
 
[COACH]  In the last 12 months, that is since ^last12mth, have you received tuition from an instructor or 
coach to improve your performance in any sports or physical activities? 
This is restricted to formal coaching and does not include, for example, informal coaching or advice received by 
family members, friends or other participants. 
 
[SPCMO] In the past week,  that is since ^lastweek, on how many days have you done a total of 30 
minutes or more of sports which was enough to raise your breathing rate? 
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[SPCMA] In the past week,  that is since ^lastweek, on how many days have you done a total of 30 
minutes or more of physical activity which was enough to raise your breathing rate? This may include sport, 
exercise, brisk walking or cycling for recreation, brisk walking or cycling to get to or from places, housework, 
gardening, DIY or physical activity as part of your job 
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[SPBENF] SHOW CARD 13 What benefits, if any, have you experienced as a result of your participation in 

Sports & Physical Activity over the past 12 months? 
 

Code all that apply 
 
Learned new skills/ developed existing skills   1 
Developed leadership skills   2 
Developed skills as a team player   3 
Improved health   4 
Helped me gain a qualification   5 
Enabled me to communicate with family/ friends   6 
Developed my confidence   7 
Mixed with people of different background to myself     8 
Opportunities to make friends   9 

 Keep Fit                       10 
 Lose Weight                       11 
 Have Fun                        12 
 Helped in getting a job                     13 

Other            14 

No benefit           15 

 
[SPBENOTH] Please specify the other benefits? 
 
[SPCLUB] I would now like to ask you about sports clubs and organisations.  By this I mean sports clubs 
which cover one or more sports, as well as leisure centers and health clubs. 
Are you currently a member of any sports clubs or organisations? 
 

1. Yes -> NOCLUB 
2. No -> VOLUNTER 
 

 
[NOCLUB] How many sports clubs or organisations do you belong to? 
Enter a numeric value between 1 and 99 
 
[SPORCLUB] And what sports do you play in these clubs or organisations?  SHOWCARD 12 (as in 
ANYYRPA) 
 
[NOSPORA] SHOWCARD 14 What things, if anything, put you off taking part in sport or physical activity? 
 (Code all that apply) 
  

I get short of breath       1 

I don't like the sports offered at school     2 

I'm not fit/ I get tired easily        3 

I'm not good at sport or physical activity       4 

I'm not interested in sport or physical activity      5 

I'm overweight          6 

I don’t have enough time/ I would rather do other things with my time    7 

It is difficult for me to get to places where I can do sport or physical activities   8 

The weather is bad        9 

I’m afraid of getting hurt or injured        10 
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Taking part is expensive       11 

I find it embarrassing to exercise in front of others    12 

I find sport boring         13 

I have a medical condition/disability that restricts me taking part in sport   14 

I find it embarrassing to change in front of others      15 

Because I have too much homework       16 

Something else          17 

Nothing           18 

_________________________________________________________________ 
 
[SPECT1] In the last 12 months, that is since ^last12mth, have you been to any live organised sporting 
event in Northern Ireland as a spectator? 
This includes watching sport of any standard and could have taken place at a stadium, a sports ground, playing 
fields, an indoor facility or an outdoor course. 
 Yes 
 No 
 
[SPECT2] SHOWCARD 15 (LIVE EVENTS ATTENDED - 2 PAGES 
Which sports have you watched as live events? Code all that apply 
 
1. Athletics 
2. Badminton 
3. Bowls 
4. Boxing 
5. Cricket 
6. Gaelic 
7. Golf 
8. Greyhound Racing 
9. Horse Racing 
10. Hockey 
11. Hurling 
12. Ice Hockey 
13. Motorcycyle Racing 
14. Rallying 
15. Rugby 
16. Soccer 
17. Swimming 
18. Water Sports 
19. Other 
 
[SPECT3A] How often do you watch gaelic or hurling in Northern ireland? 
 
1. At least once a week 
2. At least once a month 
3. Once every 2-3 months 
4. Once or twice in the last year 
 
[SPECT4A] Where do you watch gaelic or hurling? By sports ground we mean a dedicated outdoor sports 
venue which is accessed through a gate or similar entrance 
 
1. Stadium or Sports Ground 
2. Playing field 
 



[SPECT5A] Overall, when you go to watch gaelic or hurling at a sports ground or stadium in Northern 
Ireland, how do you rate the experience at the venue in terms of... 
...value for money? 
 
1. Excellent 
2. Good 
3. OK 
4. Poor 
5. Very poor 
6. Not applicable 
 
[SPECT5B] ..convenience to get to? 
[SPECT5C] ...quality of spectating facilities? 
[SPECT5D] ...spectator safety at the venue? 
 
Then loop through for rugby, then soccer. (if present in SPECT2) 
 
[SPECT6] SHOWCARD 16 (WHY WATCH SPORT)  
Why do you go to watch sports events? 
1. To enjoy the sport 
2. To support a particular team 
3. To watch a friend or relative play 
4. Social reasons - go with/ meet up with others 
5. Enjoy the atmosphere 
6. For something to do 
7. Other reason 
 
[SPECT7] SHOWCARD 17 (ENCOURAGE WATCHING OF SPORT)  
Looking at the showcard could you tell me what, if anything, would encourage you to go to watch more sports 
events? 
1. Better value for money - admission prices 
2. Better value for money - refreshments etc 
3. Less travel to grounds 
4. Better facilities for spectators 
5. Safer grounds 
6. Better facilities for disabled spectators 
7. More welcoming atmosphere 
8. More family friendly 
9. Better standard of play 
10. More activities/ entertainment as well as the sport 
11. Other 
12. Nothing 
 
[SPECT8] Please specify other 
 
 
 
[SPSATIS]  
Overall, how satisfied are you with sports provision in Northern Ireland? 
 
1. Very satisfied  |    4. Fairly dissatisfied 
2. Fairly satisfied               | 5. Very dissatisfied 
3. Neither satisfied nor      | 
   dissatisfied                     | 
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[LIBYEAR] How often do you go to a Public Library (including mobile libraries)? (this does NOT include 
school, college, or university libraries) 
 
 1. Several times a week  | 5. Once every 2-3 months 
 2.  Once a week   | 6.  Once every 4-6 months 
 3. Once every 2-3 weeks   | 7. Once every 12 month 
 4. Monthly   | 8. Less frequently -> 1 to 8 GOLIB 
     | 9. Never -> LIBNOTUS 
 
 
[GOLIB] Why do you go to the public library (again does NOT include school, college or university 
libraries)? 
CODE ALL THAT APPLY - DO NOT PROMPT 

1. To borrow/ return/ renew books 
2. To borrow/ return/ renew other material such as DVDs, CDs, Videos, CD-ROMS 
3. To look up information 
4. To study/ do homework 
5. To browse/ read books/newspapers 
6. To use the computer (eg to use word processing/ database/ spreadsheet packages etc) 
7. To access the Internet) 
8. To attend an event/ exhibition 
9. To use photocopier/ fax 
10. To use other facilities for example, café, toilet, shop 
11. Other – please specify -> OTLIB 
12. Don’t Know 

 
 
[OTLIB] Please specify ____________________________________________________ 
 
 
[LIBSAT]  Thinking about the last time you visited or used the public library service, how satisfied were 
you with your visit? 
1. Very satisfied                    │ 4. Fairly dissatisfied 
2. Fairly satisfied                  │ 5. Very dissatisfied 
3. Neither satisfied nor             │ 
   dissatisfied                      │-> [LIBWEB] 
 
 
Asked only of those who answered code 8 or 9 (less freq or never) at LIBYEAR 
 
[LIBNOTUS]  Could you please tell me the reasons why you do not use/you have not used the Public Library 
Service in the past 12 months? SHOWCARD  
 

1.   Cannot read/write english / language barriers   |    13. Fines/charges are too high 
2.   Poor eyesight/eyesight            |    14. Poor book stock  
3.   Difficult to find the time            |    15. Buy or get bought all the books I need 
4.   Costs too much                                                  |    16. No tradition of use 
1. Feel uncomfortable or out of place                   |    17. Inconvenient locations 
2. Never occurred to me                                        |    18. Inconvenient opening hours 
6.   Not really interested                                          |     19. Use other sources of information 
7.   Wouldn’t enjoy it                                              |     20. Don’t Know 
8.   No need to go                                                   |      21. Other  
10. Health isn’t good enough 
11. Lack of transport/Can’t easily get to it 
12. Not enough information on what is available 



 
       
[LIBNOTSP] Please specify ____________________________________________________ 
 
 
 [LIBOSAT] Overall, how satisfied with library provision in Northern Ireland? 
 

1. Very satisfied 
2. Fairly satisfied 
3. Neither satisfied nor dissatisfied 
4. Fairly dissatisfied 
5. Very dissatisfied 

 
 
[MUSINTRO] Have you ever been to a museum in Northern Ireland? 
 

1. Yes     -> [MUS12MTH] 
2. No   -> [MUSEMORE] 
3. Don’t Know  -> [MUSEVER1] 

 
 
[MUS12MTH] Which, if any, of the following museums have you visited in the last 12  months? PROMPT & 
CODE ALL THAT APPLY  
 

1. Ulster Museum, Belfast 
2. Ulster Folk & Transport Museum, Cultra 
3. Ulster American Folk Park, Omagh 
4. W5, Odyssey Centre, Belfast 
5. Armagh County Museum 
6. None 

 
[MUSPEC] Please tell me the name(s) of any other museums, if any, you have been to in Northern Ireland in 
the last 12 months 
        :SET [33] OF Museum2 
7. Andrew Jackson & US Rangers Centre 25. Downpatrick Railway Museum 
8. Argory     26. Fermanagh County Museum 
9. Armagh Planetarium    27. Flame - the Gasworks Museum of Ireland 
10. Armagh Public Library   28. Florencecourt 
11. Ballycastle Museum    29. Gray Printers Museum 
12. Ballymena Museum    30. Green Lane Museum 
13. Ballymoney Museum   31. Harbour Museum Londonderry 
14. Carrickfergus Museum   32. Inniskillings Museum 
15. Castle Ward     33. Irish Linen Centre & Lisburn Museum 
16. Coleraine Museum    34. Larne Museum 
17. Craigavon Museum Services   35. Museum of the Royal Irish Regiment 
18. Down County Museum   36. Naughton Gallery, Queen's University 
19. Newry & Mourne Museum   37. North Down Heritage Centre 
20. Police Museum    38. Railway Preservation Society of Ireland 
21. Royal Irish Fusiliers Museum  39. Royal Ulster Rifles Museum 
22. Somme Heritage Centre   40. Springhill 
23. Tower Museum, Londonderry  41. Some other museum not mentioned 
24. Can't Remember 
            
 
ASK ALL 
[MUSEMORE] SHOWCARD 21 What would encourage you to go to museums more often? 
CODE ALL THAT APPLY 
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1. Exhibition or display of a subject I am interested in 
2. More activities for children 
3. Longer opening hours 
4. Better public transport links/access to transport 
5. More information about events and exhibitions 
6. Easier access in/around the building 
7. If I had more time 
8. If I had someone to go with 
9. Special Events such as talks/lectures 
10. Better facilities eg café, toilets, parking 
11. Cheaper admission prices 
12. Safer neighbourhood 
13. Other please specify 
14. Nothing 

 
[MUSEMOSP] Other please specify ___________________________________________________ 
 
 
[MUSESATS] Overall, how satisfied are you with museum provision in Northern Ireland? 
 
 1. Very satisfied                    │ 4. Fairly dissatisfied 
 2. Fairly satisfied                  │ 5. Very dissatisfied 
 3. Neither satisfied nor             │ 
    dissatisfied                      │ 
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[ARTINTRO]  SHOWCARD 22 In the last 12 months have you done any of the following things listed on this 
showcard? 
 
1. Ballet 
2. Other dance (not for fitness) 
3. Sang to an audience or rehearsed for a performance (not karaoke) 
4. Played a musical instrument to an audience or rehearse for a performance 
5. Played a musical instrument for own pleasure  
6. Written music 
7. Rehearsed or performed in play/drama  
8. Rehearsed or performed in opera/operetta 
9. Painting, drawing, printmaking or sculpture 
10. Photography as an artistic activity (not family or holiday snaps) 
11. Made films or videos as an artistic activity (not family or holiday) 
12. Used a computer to create original artworks or animation 
13. Textile crafts such as embroidery, crocheting or knitting 
14. Wood crafts such as wood turning, carving or furniture making 
15. Other crafts such as calligraphy, pottery or jewellery making 
16. Bought for yourself or have been bought any original works of art 
17. Bought for yourself or have been bought any original/handmade crafts such as pottery or jewellery  
18. Read for pleasure (not newspapers, magazines or comics) 
19. Bought for yourself or have been bought a novel, or book of stories, poetry or plays 
20. Written any stories or plays 
21. Written any poetry 
22. Helped with the organisation or running of a festival or carnival 
23. None of the above 
 
 
[ARTANY] SHOWCARD 23 In the last 12 months have you been to any of the events listed on the showcard? 
 
[ARTFRE] How often in the last year have you taken part in arts activities or attended arts events? 
1. At least once a week 
2. At least once a month 
3. Once every two or 3 months 
4. Once or twice in the last year 
5. Not at all in the last year 
 
[ARTBEN] SHOWCARD 24 (ART BENEFITS) 
What benefits, if any, have you experienced as a result of this art event? 
CODE ALL THAT APPLY 
1. Positive impact on my well-being 
2. Learned new skills/ developed existing skills 
3. Improved my knowledge 
4. Helped me think about a future career 
5. Helped me with studies for school 
6. Improved health 
7. Helped me gain a qualification 
8. Enabled me to communicate with family/ friends 
9. Developed my confidence 
10. I made new friends 
11. I had fun 
12. It gave me an opportunity to express myself 
13. I enjoyed being creative 
14. Helped me get a job 
15. Other 
16. None 
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[ARTEXT] Please specify 
 
[ARTBARR] SHOWCARD 25 (ATTENDANCE BARRIERS - 2 PAGES) 
Do any of these things on this showcard prevent you from attending more arts performances or events? CODE 
ALL THAT APPLY: SET [17] OF 
1. Performances and events are poor quality 
2. There is a lack of high profile performances 
3. The venues are of poor quality 
4. Access in and around venues is poor 
5. The venues are in unsafe places 
6. It's difficult to find the time 
7. It costs too much 
8. I'm not really interested 
9. I don't have anyone to go with 
10. I wouldn't enjoy it 
11. Not enough facilities close to where I live 
12. My health isn't good enough 
13. I might feel uncomfortable or out of place 
14. Lack of transport/I can't easily get to it 
15. Events are not publicised enough 
16. I have family commitments 
17. Other 
18. None of these 
 
[ARTBARSP] Please specify.... 
 
[ARTSATIS]  Overall, how satisfied are you with arts provision in Northern Ireland? 
1. Very satisfied 
2. Fairly satisfied 
3. Neither satisfied nor dissatisfied 
4. Fairly dissatisfied 
5. Very dissatisfied 
 
[PRONI]  In the last 12 months – that is since <month, year> - how often, if at all have you been to the Public 
Record Office of Northern Ireland? 
 
At least once a week 
At least once a month 
Once every two or three months 
Once or twice in the last year 
Not at all in the last year 
 
[FISHERIES]  In the last 12 months – that is since <month, year>  - how often, if at all, have you taken part in 
angling in Northern Ireland on any waters where a DCAL or Loughs Agency permit was required? 
 
At least once a week 
At least once a month 
Once every two or three months 
Once or twice in the last year 
Not at all in the last year 
 
 
[INLAND WATERWAYS] In the last 12 months – that is since <month, year> - how often, if at all, have you 
been to any of Northern Ireland’s inland waterways -  rivers, lakes, canal towpaths etc – for sport, leisure or 
recreation? 
 
At least once a week 
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At least once a month 
Once every two or three months 
Once or twice in the last year 
Not at all in the last year 
 
[WATE2] SHOWCARD 26 (INLAND WATERWAY ACTIVITIES) 
Thinking of the times you go to an inland waterway, which, if any of these activities do you do? CODE ALL 
THAT APPLY 
1. Boating 
2. Canoeing 
3. Other watersports 
4. Fishing 
5. Cycling 
6. Walking 
7. Jogging 
8. Picnic 
9. Environmental activities 
10. Other activity 
 
[WATE3] Please specify other 
 
[OLYMP1] Do you intend to follow the London 2012 Olympic or Paralympic Games in any of the following 
ways 
Code all that apply. 
There are big screens in Belfast and Derry/Londonderry 
 
1. Watching on TV at home 
2. Listening to the radio at home 
3. Watching or listening on the internet at home 
4. Reading the newspaper online or offline 
5. Watching live events on one of the public big screens 
6. Do not intend to follow? 
 
[OLYMP2]  SHOWCARD 27 (Olympics)  
In what other ways, if any, do you intend to follow, or get involved in the London 2012 Olympic or Paralympic 
Games? 
This may include activities you are already doing. 
Code all that apply. 
1. Through attending a free Olympic or Paralympic event in Northern Ireland (i.e. Olympic Torch Relay or 
Paralympic Flame Festival) 
2. Through attending a ticketed Olympic or Paralympic event in England, Scotland or Wales 
3. Through taking part in a local sports, culture, education or volunteering project or event which has been 
awarded the London 2012 Inspire mark because of its connection to the 2012 Games 
4. Through Games related employment or training 
5. Through taking part in or attending a Games related cultural activity or event(e.g. Cultural Olympiad i.e Nest, 
Global Rainbow etc., or London 2012 Festival, i.e.Peace One Day Concert, Land of Giants etc) 
6. Through volunteering during the Games (e.g. as a Games Maker in London, or at a local Games-related event 
or activity) 
7. Taking part in any other Games related community event or activity (e.g. street party) 
8. Do not intend to follow 
9. None of the above 
10. Not yet decided 
 
 
[LANGINT] The next few questions are about the Irish and Ulster Scots languages 
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[IRIS1]  SHOWCARD 28 
Firstly some questions about the Irish language… 
Can you understand, speak, read or write Irish? 
CODE ALL THAT APPLY 
 
Understand spoken Irish 
Speak Irish 
Read Irish 
Write Irish 
None of the above 
 
IF UNDERSTAND SPOKEN IRISH SELECTED  
[IRIS2] SHOWCARD 30 
Which statement best describes your current ability to understand spoken Irish? 
  
Currently unable to understand spoken language at all 
Able to understand single spoken words or simple spoken phrases e.g.  ‘hello’, ‘how are you?’ 
Able to understand simple spoken sentences e.g. ‘it’s half past three’ 
Able to understand a conversation conducted at a simple level e.g. simple directions given in the street 
Able to understand complicated spoken sentences e.g. radio or TV broadcast 
 
IF SPEAK IRISH SELECTED  
[IRIS3] SHOWCARD 31 
Which statement best describes your current ability to speak Irish? 
 
Currently unable to use the language in conversation at all 
Able to use single words or simple phrases e.g. ‘hello’, ‘how are you?’ 
Able to use simple sentences e.g. ‘can I have a cup of tea?’ 
Able to carry on an everyday conversation e.g. describing your day 
Able to carry on a complicated conversation e.g. this conversation 
 
IF READ IRISH SELECTED  
[IRIS4]  SHOWCARD 32 
Which statement best describes your current ability to read Irish? 
 
Currently unable to read the language at all 
Able to read and understand single words or simple phrases e.g. ‘entrance’, ‘no smoking’ 
Able to read and understand simple sentences or passages e.g. postcard 
Able to read and understand more difficult sentences or passages e.g.  a letter 
Able to read and understand complicated passages e.g. read a book 
 
 
 
 
IF WRITE IRISH SELECTED  
[IRIS5] SHOWCARD 33  
Which statement best describes your current ability to write Irish? 
 
Currently unable to write the language at all 
Able to write single words or simple phrases e.g. ‘hello’, ‘goodbye’, ‘how are you?’ 
Able to write simple sentences or passages e.g. postcard 
Able to write more difficult sentences or passages e.g. letter 
Able to write complicated passages e.g. translate part of a book into the language. 
 
 
[IRIS6]  Do you use Irish at home at all, i.e. in conversing with family or housemates? 
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Never 
Occasionally  
Daily 
 
 
[IRIS7]  Do you use Irish socially at all, i.e. in conversing with friends or acquaintances? 
Never 
Occasionally  
Daily 
 
 
[IRIS8] Would you be interested in learning more about the Irish language? 
Yes 
No 
 
[SCOT1] Now some questions about the Ulster Scots language… 
Can you understand, speak, read or write Ulster Scots? 
CODE ALL THAT APPLY 
 
Understand spoken Ulster Scots 
Speak Ulster Scots 
Read Ulster Scots 
Write Ulster Scots 
None of the above 
 
IF UNDERSTAND SPOKEN ULSTER SCOTS SELECTED  
[SCOT2] SHOWCARD 30 
Which statement best describes your current ability to understand spoken Ulster Scots? 
 
Currently unable to understand spoken language at all 
Able to understand single spoken words or simple spoken phrases e.g.  ‘hello’, ‘how are you?’ 
Able to understand simple spoken sentences e.g. ‘it’s half past three’ 
Able to understand a conversation conducted at a simple level e.g.  
simple directions given in the street 
Able to understand complicated spoken sentences e.g. radio or TV broadcast 
 
IF SPEAK ULSTER SCOTS SELECTED  
[SCOT3] SHOWCARD 31 
Which statement best describes your current ability to speak Ulster Scots? 
 
Currently unable to use the language in conversation at all 
Able to use single words or simple phrases e.g. ‘hello’, ‘how are you?’ 
Able to use simple sentences e.g. ‘can I have a cup of tea?’ 
Able to carry on an everyday conversation e.g. describing your day 
Able to carry on a complicated conversation e.g. this conversation 
 
 
IF READ ULSTER SCOTS SELECTED  
[SCOT4] SHOWCARD 32 
Which statement best describes your current ability to read Ulster Scots? 
 
Currently unable to read the language at all 
Able to read and understand single words or simple phrases e.g. ‘entrance’, ‘no smoking’ 
Able to read and understand simple sentences or passages e.g. postcard 
Able to read and understand more difficult sentences or passages e.g.  a letter 
Able to read and understand complicated passages e.g. read a book 
 



IF WRITE ULSTER SCOTS SELECTED  
[SCOT5] SHOWCARD 33 
Which statement best describes your current ability to write Ulster Scots? 
 
Currently unable to write the language at all 
Able to write single words or simple phrases e.g. ‘hello’, ‘goodbye’ ‘how are you?’ 
Able to write simple sentences or passages e.g. postcard 
Able to write more difficult sentences or passages e.g. letter 
Able to write complicated passages e.g. translate part of a book into the language. 
 
[SCOT6] Do you use Ulster Scots at home at all, i.e. in conversing with family or housemates? 
 
Never 
Occasionally  
Daily 
 
[SCOT7] Do you use Ulster Scots socially at all, i.e. in conversing with friends or acquaintances? 
 
Never 
Occasionally  
Daily 
 
[SCOT8] Would you be interested in learning more about the Ulster Scots language? 
 
Yes 
No 
 
ASK ALL 
[SIGN] Do you know how to communicate in Sign Language? This covers all forms of Sign Language e.g. 
British, Irish etc. 
 Yes 
 No 
 
 
[SPORTFIN] This is the end of the section from the Department of Culture, Arts and Leisure. 
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MOBILE PHONE: 
 
[MOBILEP]    May I just check, do you have a mobile phone? 
(INTERVIEWER - RECORD YES IF RESPONDENT IS MAIN/ONLY USER)  
DO NOT INCLUDE CORDLESS PHONES 
 

1. Yes 
2. No 
3.  

 

INTERNET ACCESS: 
 
[NETINDV] We have already asked you about your households access to the internet.  We would now like 
to know if YOU have access to the internet (for example at work as well as at home). 
Do you have access to the internet? 
 
  1. Yes -> [INDAC] 
  2. No -> [NETNOT] 
 
 
[INDAC] And do you yourself access the internet? 
 
    1. Yes -> [NETIACC] 
  2. No  -> [NETNOT] 
 
 
[NETIACC] In what ways can you access the Internet ..RUNNING PROMPT 
  CODE ALL THAT APPLY 
 
  1. Through a computer at home  -> [NETIACMN] 
  2. Through a computer at work  -> [NETIACMN] 
              3. Through a computer at a library -> [NETIACMN] 
  4. through a Digital TV   -> [NETIACMN] 
  5. through a Mobile Phones  -> [NETIACMN] 
  6. or in another way?   -> [NETIOTH] 
 
 
[NETIOTH]  Please specify other access to the internet 
 
 
[NETIACMN]  And what is the main way in which you access the internet? 

CODE ONE ONLY 
 
  1. Through a computer at home  -> [NETIACMN] 
  2. Through a computer at work  -> [NETIACMN] 

             3. Through a computer at a library -> [NETIACMN] 
  4. through a Digital TV   -> [NETIACMN] 
  5. through a Mobile Phones  -> [NETIACMN] 
  6. or in another way?   -> [NETIOTH] 
 
 
[NETIACMS]  Please specify other access to the internet 
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[NETPURP] SHOWCARD 12 (REASON USE NET) 
For which of the following purposes do you use the internet? - CODE ALL THAT APPLY  
 
  1. Finding information about goods   │  9. Playing or downloading games  
     or services (or hobbies),          │     only, 
  2. Using E-mail,                      │ 10. Using chat rooms or sites,  
  3. General browsing or surfing,      │ 11. Playing or downloading music, 
  4. Finding information related to    │ 12. Using or accessing government     
     education,                         │     or official services, 
  5. Buying or ordering tickets,       │ 13. Reading or downloading on-line     
     goods or services,                 │     news, 
  6. Personal banking, financial or    │ 14. Work related, 
     investment services,               │ 15. Other 
  7. Looking for work,                  │ 16. None of the above 
  8. Downloading software inc games,   │  
 
 
[NETFREQ] In general, how often do you use the internet?  READ OUT, CODE ONE ONLY 
 
  1. At least once a day               
  2. Several times a week              
  3. Once a week                       
  4. Several times a month             
  5. Once a month                      
  6. Less than once a month           -> [STILLSCH] 
  
      
 [NETNOT] SHOW CARD 11 (REASON DO NOT USE NET) 
  Why do you not have access to the internet?  - CODE ALL THAT APPLY - 
 
   1. Lack of interest,                  │ 9. Poor opinion of internet,    
   2. Do not have a computer at home,   │10. Need to upgrade computer or  software, 
   3. Lack of confidence or skill,      │11. Children may access  inappropriate sites,  
   4. No-one in the household knows     │12. No need,  
      how to use it,                     │13. Feel too old,     
   5. Do not have access to equipment,               │14. Have not got round to it yet, 
   6. Cost of access to internet too  high,  │15. Health problems makes it difficult     
   7. Cost of computer or software  too high, │16. None of the above 
   8. Do not have time,                  │ 
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EDUCATION: 
 
[STILLSCH] I would like to ask you about the age at which you finished   various stages of your education. 
INTERVIEWER CHECK - IS RESPONDENT STILL AT SCHOOL? (i.e ELEMENTARY, SECONDARY 
OR GRAMMAR ONLY)          
  1. Still at school        -> [SCHTYPE]   
  2. Left school            -> [AGELEFT] 
  3. Never went to school   -> [ANYQUAL] 
 
[AGELEFT] How old were you when you left school (elementary, secondary or grammar)?   : 10..20  
 
[HOWOLD] How old were you when you left full-time continuous education?  
NOTE: CODE 98 IF STILL ATTENDING : 14..98  
 
 
 
[ANYQUAL] I would like to ask you about your educational qualifications  
SHOW CARD 17 (QUALIFICATIONS) 
Which qualifications do (you think) you have,starting with the highest qualification?  
 CODE ALL THAT APPLY NOTE: IF NONE ENTER 29 
 
   1. CSE - Grade 1                       |  18. ONC or OND, BEC/TEC general 
   2. CSE - Grade 2-5                     |      certificate  
   3. CSE - ungraded/DK grade            |  19. HNC or HND, BEC/TEC higher 
   4. Junior certificate                  |      certificate  
   5. GCSE - Grades A*-C/GNVQ  

Intermediate                     |  20. Nursing qualifications eg SEN, 
   6. GCSE - Grades D-G/ GNVQ       SRN, SCM 

Foundation                            
   7. GCE O-level 1-6 (pre-1975)         |  21. Nursing degree 
   8. GCE O-level Grades A-C (1975 or after) |  22. Teaching qualifications 
   9. GCE/VCE AS Level                   |  23. University/Polytechnic diploma 
  10. GCE/VCE A-level/GNVQ Advanced  
      or equivalent             |  24. University or CNAA First Degree 
  11. Senior Certificate                  |     (eg BA BSc) 
  12. Recognised trade apprenticeship    |  25. University or CNAA Higher) 
      completed                           |      Degree (eg MSc PhD) 
  13. Clerical and commercial            |  26. First other qualification (inc 
      qualifications                      |      other school exams and 
  14. National Council for Vocational    |      membership of professional 
      Qualifications award                institutions 
  15. City and Guilds Certificate  Pt 1  |  27. Second other qualification 
  16. City and Guilds Certificate  Pt 2  |  28. Third other qualification 
  17. City and Guilds Certificate  Pt 3  |  29. NONE OF THESE 
  
Enter at most 10 values 
 
[HIQUAL] Highest education qualification 
 
[LEAD] Which, if any, of the following are you currently involved in as a member, participant or leader? 
1. Local youth club or unit 
2. A uniformed organisation (e.g. Guides, Scouts, BB, GB, Sea Cadets etc.) 
3. Duke of Edinburgh or Presidents Award – undertaken in school 
4. Duke of Edinburgh or Presidents Award – undertaken in a youth club/unit 
5. None  
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SMOKING & DRINKING: 
 
[EVERSMOK] First of all have you ever smoked a cigarette, a cigar or a pipe? 
 

1. Yes  -> [SMKATALL] 
2. No  -> [SMKSHARE] 

 
 
[SMKATALL]  Do you smoke cigarettes at all nowadays? 
 

1. Yes  -> [SMKSHARE] 
2. No  -> [SMKREGUL] 

 
 
[SMKREGUL]       Have you ever smoked cigarettes regularly? 
 

1. Yes      -> [WHENQUIT] 
2. No 

 
 
[WHENQUIT]  When did you stop smoking cigarettes? 
 

1. Less than 3 months ago 
2. Between 3 months and 6 months ago 
3. More than 6 months ago 
4. Can't remember 

 
[DRINKNOW] And do you ever drink alcohol nowadays, including drinks you brew or make at home? 
 

1. Yes  -> [Next Section] 
2. No  -> [DRINKANY] 

 
 
[DRINKANY] Could I just check, does that mean you never have an alcoholic drink nowadays, or do you have 
an alcoholic drink very occasionally, perhaps for medicinal purposes or on special occasions like Christmas or 
New Year? 
 

1. Very occasionally -> [Next Section] 
2. Never  -> [TEETOTAL] 

 
 

[TEETOTAL] Have you always been a non-drinker, or did you stop drinking for some reason? 
 

1. Always a non-drinker  -> [Next Section] 
2. Used to drink but stopped -> [Next Section] 
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ACCIDENTS AT WORK: 

[INTRO]  I am now going to ask you a few questions about accidents at work. 

[ACCDNT] Have you ever had any accident resulting in injury at work or in the course of your work?  
 
   1. Yes -> [WHENACC] 
   2. No 

[WHENACC] When did the most recent accident occur... 
CODE FIRST THAT APPLIES 
 
   1. Within the last 12 months ->[CHECKOFF] 
   2. Within the last 5 years 
   3. Within the last 10 years 
   4. Longer ago than that 

[CHECKOFF] As a result of that most recent accident are you still off work? 
 
    1. Yes ->[ACCILL] 
    2. No -> [GOBACK] 

[ACCILL]   How many accidents have you had (in the last twelve months) resulting in injury at work or in the 
course of your work? 
: 0..8 

IF ((WHENACC=LAST12) or (CHECKOFF=yes))  
[ROAD]  Was that (most recent) injury caused by.. 
 
     1. A road accident 
     2. In some other way? 

[WCHJB] May I just check, was the job you were doing when you were injured the one you previously 
mentioned? 

    1. Yes 
    2. No -> [OCCUP] 

[OCCUP]   What was your occupation? 
DESCRIBE FULLY       STRING[60] 

[TITLE]  What was your job title? 

[FULLY]   Please describe fully what you did in your job?  

[INDUST]  In which industry did you work?             
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[GOBACK]    SHOWCARD 20 (WORK AFTER ACCIDENT)  
How soon were you able to start work again after the accident? 
 
    1. Still off paid work ->[ACCDAY2] 
    2. Expects never to do paid work again 
    3. Same day  
    4. The day after the accident 
    5. On the second day after the accident 
    6. On the third day after the accident 
    7. On the fourth day after the accident 
    8. On the fifth day or longer after the accident ->[ACCDAY] 
    9. Don't know 

[ACCDAY] How many days after the accident did you go back  to work? INTERVIEWER: ENTER NUMBER 
OF DAYS - : 5..365 

 
IF ((GOBACK=STILLOFF) or (CHECKOFF=YES))  
[ACCDAY2]  In how many days do you think you will be able to return to work? 
ENTER NUMBER OF DAYS -      : 0..365 

 

Illnesses caused by work 

[ILLWRK] Have you ever suffered from any illness, disability or other physical or mental problem that was 
caused or made worse by your job or work done in the past? IF NEVER WORKED CODE NO 

    1. Yes ->[WHENILL] 
    2. No  

[WHENILL]   When did the most recent illness occur... 
 
    1. Within the last 12 months-> [CHECKOF2] 
    2. Within the last 5 years 
    3. Within the last 10 years 
    4. Longer ago than that 

[CHECKOF2]  As a result of that most recent illness are you still off work?  

    1. Yes 
    2. No 

[NUMILL] How many illnesses have you had (in the last twelve months)              that have been caused or 
been made worse by your work?: 0..8 

IF ((WHENILL=LAST12) or (checkof2=yes)) THEN 
[TYPILL]    SHOWCARD 21 (ILLNESS)  
How would you describe your illness?? 
CODE ONE ONLY 
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1. Bone, joint or muscle problems which mainly affect or is mainly connected    with ) arms, hands, 
neck or shoulder 
2. ...hips, legs or feet 
3. ...back 
4. Breathing or lung problems 
5. Skin problems 
6. Hearing problems 
7. Stress, depression or anxiety 
8. Headache and/or eyestrain 
9. Heart disease/attack, other circulatory system 
10. Infectious disease (virus, bacteria) 
11. Other ->[TYPOTH] 

[TYPOTH]    Please specify other: STRING[250] 

[TMEOFF] SHOWCARD 22 (TIME OFF WORK) 
In the last twelve months, how much time off work have you had because of this illness? 
 
    1. No time off work 
    2. less than 1 day 
    3. 1 to 3 days (WORK DAYS) 
    4. 4 to 6 days (WORK DAYS) 
    5. At least 1 week but less than 2 weeks 
    6. At least 2 weeks but less than 1 month 
    7. At least 1 month but less than 3 months 
    8. At least 3 months but less than 6 
    9. At least 6 months but less than 9 months 
   10. At least 9 months but less than one year 
   11. More than 1 year 

[WCHJB3]  May I just check, was the job that caused or made this illness worse the one you previously 
mentioned? 
 
    1. Yes 
    2. No 

[OCCUP1]   What was your occupation?       STRING[60] 

[TITLE1]   What was your job title? 
 
[FULLY1]   Please describe fully what you did in your job?  
 
[INDUST1]  In which industry did you work?  STRING[60] 

[ENDACC] This is the end of the accidents at work section. 
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EMPLOYMENT: 
 
[INTROWK]  I am going to ask you some questions about employment now... 
  NOTE: THE PERSON ABOUT WHOM THE QUESTIONS ARE BEING ASKED- HRP, a Male aged 45 
 
  1. CONTINUE  
 
[PAIDWORK]  Did you do any paid work in the 7 days ending Sunday .. PREVIOUS DATESUN .., 
either as an employee or as self-employed? 
 
  1. Yes   -> IF ((MALE AGE<65) OR (FEMALE AGE<63)) -> [SCHEMES] ELSE [MJOBINT] 
  2. No   -> [ANYWORK] 
 
 
[ANYWORK]  Did you... RUNNING PROMPT 
                  CHECK - SICKNESS/INJURY LESS THAN 28 DAYS 
 
 1. have a job or business you were    | 4. were you intending to look for 
    away from, or                       |    work, but were prevented by 
 2. were you waiting to take up a      |    temporary sickness or injury?  
    job already obtained                | 5. none of these    
 3. were you looking for work, or      | 
 
IF ANYWORK=5  -> IF ((MALE AGE<65) OR (FEMALE AGE<63)) -> [SCHEMES] ELSE [IATIV] 
ELSE     -> IF ((MALE AGE<65) OR (FEMALE AGE<63)) -> [SCHEMES] ELSE [ILOSEEK] 
 

Only those under retirement age: 
 
[SCHEMES]  Were you on a government scheme for employment training? 
 
  1. Yes   -> [SCHEMESP] 
  2. No   -> [MJOBINT] 
 
 
Those waiting to take up work or looking for work: IF ANYWORK = 2,3 OR 4-> ILOSEEK 
 
[ILOSEEK]  Thinking of the 4 weeks ending .. PREVIOUS DATESUN .., were you looking for any 
kind of paid work or government training scheme at any time in those 4 weeks? 
 
  1. Yes   -> [ILOREADY] 
  2. No   -> [EVRWORK] 
 
[ILOREADY]   If a job or a place on a Government scheme had been available in the week ending .. 
PREVIOUS DATESUN .., would you have been able to start within 2 weeks 
 
  1. Yes 
  2. No 
 
[EVRWORK]  May I just check, have you ever had a paid job or done any paid work? 
 
  1. Yes   IF WAITING (ANYWORK=2) -> [MJOBINT] ELSE -> [LNUMEMP] 
  2. No   IF WAITING (ANYWORK=2) -> [MJOBINT] ELSE -> [LNUMEMP] 
 
IF (SCHEMES= “YES” AND EMPCOLL= “EMPLOYER”) -> [SCJOBINT] 
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[SCJOBINT]   I would like to ask you now about your main job at present. In the following questions I 
may refer to your 'work' or your 'job', and for your purposes, I would like you to take this as the period you 
spend on your government scheme 
 

1. CONTINUE 
 
Main Job, for those working, on employment training scheme or waiting to take job: 
 
[MJOBINT]   I would like to ask you now about your most recent job/main job at present/you were 
away from/waiting to take up 

1. CONTINUE 
 
[OCCUP]  What is/was you occupation? 
 
  DESCRIBE FULLY 
 
[TITLE]  What is/was your job title?  ENTER JOB TITLE 
 
[FULLY]  Please describe fully what you do/did 
CHECK SPECIAL QUALIFICATIONS/TRAINING NEEDED TO DO THE JOB 
 
[INDUST]  In which industry do/did you work? 
   DESCRIBE FULLY - PROBE TYPE OF MANUFACTURING, PROCESSING, DISTRIBUTING, 
  ETC. MAIN GOODS PRODUCED, MATERIALS USED, WHOLESALE OR RETAIL ETC. 
[EMPSEMP]  Are you/Were you... READ OUT 
 
  1. An employee  -> [ESESTAT] 
  2. Self-employed -> [EMPOTH] 
 
[ESESTAT]  Are you /Were you... READ OUT 
 
  1. Manager 
  2. Foreman / Supervisor 
  3. Employee? 
 
[MANYEMP]  How many employees work(ed) in the establishment? 
 
 1. 1 - 10 employees                 | 4. 50 - 249 
 2. 11 - 24                          | 5. 250 - 499 
 3. 25 - 49                          | 6. 500 or more 
 
 
[SOC]  Standard Occupational Classification 
 
[SEG]   Socio-Economic Group 
 
1 Employer govt., industry        10 Semi-skilled manual 
2 Manager govt., industry        11 Unskilled manual 
3 Professional, self employed        12 Own account workers 
4 Professional employee        13 Farmer - employer, manager 
5 Intermediate non-manual        14 Farmer - own account 
6 Junior non-manual         15 Agricultural worker 
7 Personal service         16 Armed forces 
8 Foremen – manual         17 Inadequate definition 
9 Skilled manual         18 No gainful occupation 
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[SIC]   Standard Industrial Classification 
 
        1 Agriculture, forestry and fishing 
        2 Mining and quarrying 
        3 Manufacturing 
        4 Electricity, gas, steam and air conditioning supply 
        5 Water supply, sewerage, waste management and remediation activities 
        6 Construction 
        7 Wholesale and retail trade; repair of motor vehicles and motor cycles 
        8 Accommodation and food service activities 
        9 Transport and storage  
       10 Information and communication 
       11 Financial and insurance activities 
       12 Real estate activities 
       13 Professional, scientific and technical activities 
       14 Administrative and support service activities 
       15 Public administration and defence; compulsory social security 
       16 Education 
       17 Human health and social work activities 
       18 Arts, entertainment and recreation  
       19 Other service activities 
       20 Activities of households as employers; undifferentiated goods and services producing activities of 
households for own use 
       21 Activities of extraterritorial organisations and bodies 
     
 
[EMPOTH] Are you working/Did you work on your own or do you/did you have employees? 
 
  1. on own/with partners but no employees  -> [OJOBINT] 
  2. with employees      -> [NUMEMP] 
 
[NUMEMP] How many people do you/did you employ? 
 
    1. 1 - 5 employees 

2. 6 - 24 employees 
3. 25 or more 

 
 [PTIME] In your (main) job were you working  READ OUT 
 
  1. full time, or          
  2. part-time?  
 
[SHORT] Were you on short time or laid off at all last week? 
 
  1. Yes   -> [SHORTINT] 
  2. No   -> [MAINHRS] 
 
 
[SHORTINT] I'd like to ask you about the hours you work when you are not on  
short time/laid off.... 

1. CONTINUE   
 
[MAINHRS]How many hours a week do you usually work, that is excluding meal breaks? 
CHECK WITH RESPONDENT THAT THIS IS TOTAL HOURS.  IF WORK PATTERN NOT BASED ON A 
WEEK, GIVE AVERAGE OVER A FEW MONTHS EXCLUDE MEAL BREAKS 
 



Enter a numeric value between 0.00 and 200.00  -> [EMPTIME] 
 
 
 
 
For those working or on an employment training scheme 
 
[EMPTIME]SHOW CARD 19 (LENGTH)  
How long have you been with your present employer (up to yesterday)? 
 
  1. less than 4 weeks                 |  8. 5 years but less than 10 years 
  2. 4 weeks but less than 3 months   |  9. 10 years but less than 15 years 
  3. 3 months but less than 6 months | 10. 15 years but less than 20 years 
  4. 6 months but less than 12        | 11. 20 years but less than 25 years 
     months                            | 12. 25 years but less than 30 years 
  5. 12 months but less than 2 years  | 13. 30 years but less than 35 years 
  6. 2 years but less than 3 years    | 14. 35 years but less than 40 years 
  7. 3 years but less than 5 years    | 15. 40 years or more 
 
 

For unemployed: IF SCHEME=none 
[LNUMEMP] How long altogether have you been out of work, but wanting work in this current period of 
unemployment, that is since any time you may have spent on the YTP or any other government training 
scheme? 
 
  1. less than a week                                 | 6. 12 months but less than 2 years 
  2. 1 week but less than 1 month             | 7. 2 years but less than 3 years 
  3. 1 month but less than 3 months          | 8. 3 years but less than 5 years 
  4. 3 months but less than 6 months         | 9. 5 years or more 

5. 6 months but less then 12 months 
 
 
 
[CLDCARE1](IF RESPONDENT IS RESPONSIBLE FOR ANY OF THE CHILDREN IN THE 
HOUSEHOLD) Would you choose to take up employment, training or education if you had access to quality, 
affordable child care? 
 

1. Yes  -> [UNPAIDO] 
2. No  -> [UNPAIDO] 

 
For economically inactive only: 

 
[IACTIV] Last week were you.... NOTE - PERMANENTLY UNABLE TO WORK - ONLY IF UNDER 
RETIREMENT AGE - RETIRED - ONLY IF OVER RETIREMENT AGE 
 
  1. going to school or college       | 4. early retirement                  
  2. permanently unable to work       | 5. looking after home or family 
  3. retired men 65+, women 60+       | 6. doing something else (specify ->IACTSP) 
 
[CLDCARE1] (IF RESPONDENT IS RESPONSIBLE FOR ANY OF THE CHILDREN IN THE 
HOUSEHOLD) Would you choose to take up employment, training or education if you had access to quality, 
affordable child care? 
 

1.  Yes 
   2.  No 
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[LAST4WK] Thinking of the 4 weeks ending Sunday .. PREVIOUS DATESUN .., were you looking for any 
kind of paid work or a place on a government training scheme at any time in those 4 weeks? 
 

1. Yes  -> [IFPLACE] 
2. No  -> [WHYINACT] 

 
[IFPLACE] If a job or a place on a government scheme had been available in the week ending Sunday .. 
PREVIOUS DATESUN .., would you have been able to start in the next two weeks? 
 

1. Yes   
2. No 
3.  

[WHYINACT]There are many reason why people can't or don't seek work, so may I just check, what was the 
MAIN reason you were not looking for work last week? 
 
  1. On Government                    |  6. Retired from paid work 
     training/employment scheme    |  7. Doesn't want/need employment 
  2. Student                             |  8. Believes no jobs available 
  3. Long-term sick or disabled       |  9. Not yet started looking 
  4. temporarily sick or injured       | 10. Other reason -> (specify -> WHYSPEC) 
  5. Looking after family/home       | 
 
[LJOBINT]  May I just check, have you ever had a paid job or done any paid work? 
 

1. Yes  -> [OCCUPE] 
2. No  -> [UNPAIDO] 

 
[OCCUPE] What was you occupation?  DESCRIBE FULLY 
 
[TITLEE] What was your job title?  ENTER JOB TITLE 
 
[FULLYE]  Please describe fully what you did 
  CHECK SPECIAL QUALIFICATIONS/TRAINING NEEDED TO DO THE JOB 
 
[INDUSTE]  In which industry did you work? 
   DESCRIBE FULLY - PROBE TYPE OF MANUFACTURING, PROCESSING, DISTRIBUTING, 
  ETC. MAIN GOODS PRODUCED, MATERIALS USED, WHOLESALE OR RETAIL ETC. 
 
[EMPSEMPE] Were you... READ OUT 
 
  1. An employee  -> [ESESTATE]  2. Self-employed -> [EMPOTHE] 
 
[ESESTATE] Were you... READ OUT 
 
  1. Manager 2. Foreman / Supervisor  3. Employee? 
 
[MANYEMPE] How many employees worked in the establishment? 
 
 1. 1 - 10 employees                 | 4. 50 - 249 
 2. 11 - 24                          | 5. 250 - 499 
 3. 25 - 49                          | 6. 500 or more 
 
 [EMPOTHE] Were you working on your own or did you have employees? 
 
  1. on own/with partners but no  
     employees    -> [UNPAIDO] 
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  2. with employees   -> [NUMEMPE] 



 
[NUMEMPE]  How many people did you employ? 
 

1. 1 - 5 employees 
2. 6 - 24 employees 
3. 25 or more 

 
Unpaid work 

 
[UNPAIDO]Did you do any unpaid work in the seven days ending Sunday .. PREVIOUS DATESUN .. for any 
business that YOU own? 
 
  1. Yes    -> [UNHOURS] 
  2. No    -> [UNPAIDR] 
 
[UNPAIDR]   ...or that a relative owns? 
 
  1. Yes    -> [UNOWNER] 
  2. No    -> [INTROH] 
 
[UNOWNER] Was this for a business that is owned by....  RUNNING PROMPT 
 
  1. spouse,partner  -> [INTROH]   
  2. or a relative?   -> [INTROH] 
 
[UNHOURS] How many hours unpaid work did you do for that business in the 7 days ending last Sunday? 
 
Enter a numeric value between 1 and 40 
 
[WORKTYPE] What type of work were you doing? 
 
 DESCRIBE FULLY  [UNNS-SEC] [UNSOC]1 [UNSEG] [UNSIC] [UNIND] CODED 
 
[WHEREWK] Did you do this work mainly:  RUNNING PROMPT 
 
 1. somewhere quite separate from      | 4. in the same grounds or building 
    home                                |    as your home 
 2. in different places using home     | 5. some days at home and other days 
    as base                             |    at somewhere quite separate from 
 3. in your own home                    |    home? 
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INCOME & BENEFITS: 
 
[INTROB] Introduction to Income and Benefits  ... and now a few final questions on income and benefits.  This 
is of particular interest because it allows comparisons to be made each year between the income of people in 
Northern  Ireland and Great Britain. 
 

1. CONTINUE 
 
[GROSS] SHOW CARD 22 (INCOME) Which number represents the TOTAL gross annual income from ALL 
sources of your HOUSEHOLD? 
        
        1 Less than £520, say less than £10 per week 
        2 £   520 - £  1040, say between £ 10 and £ 20 per week 
        3 £  1040 - £  1560, say between £ 20 and £ 30 per week 
        4 £  1560 - £  2090, say between £ 30 and £ 40 per week 
        5 £  2090 - £  2610, say between £ 40 and £ 50 per week 
        6 £  2610 - £  3130, say between £ 50 and £ 60 per week 
        7 £  3130 - £  3650, say between £ 60 and £ 70 per week 
        8 £  3650 - £  4170, say between £ 70 and £ 80 per week 
        9 £  4170 - £  4690, say between £ 80 and £ 90 per week 
       10 £  4690 - £  5210, say between £ 90 and £100 per week 
       11 £  5210 - £  6260, say between £100 and £120 per week 
       12 £  6260 - £  7300, say between £120 and £140 per week 
       13 £  7300 - £  8340, say between £140 and £160 per week 
       14 £  8340 - £  9390, say between £160 and £180 per week 
       15 £  9390 - £ 10430, say between £180 and £200 per week 
       16 £ 10430 - £ 11470, say between £200 and £220 per week 
       17 £ 11470 - £ 12510, say between £220 and £240 per week 
       18 £ 12510 - £ 13560, say between £240 and £260 per week 
       19 £ 13650 - £ 14600, say between £260 and £280 per week 
       20 £ 14600 - £ 15640, say between £280 and £300 per week 
       21 £ 15640 - £ 16690, say between £300 and £320 per week 
       22 £ 16690 - £ 17730, say between £320 and £340 per week 
       23 £ 17730 - £ 18770, say between £340 and £360 per week 
       24 £ 18770 - £ 19810, say between £360 and £380 per week 
       25 £ 19810 - £ 20860, say between £380 and £400 per week 
       26 £ 20860 - £ 23460, say between £400 and £450 per week 
       27 £ 23460 - £ 26070, say between £450 and £500 per week 
       28 £ 26070 - £ 28680, say between £500 and £550 per week 
       29 £ 28680 - £ 31200, say between £550 and £600 per week 
       30 £ 31200 - £ 33800, say between £600 and £650 per week 
       31 £ 33800 - £ 36400, say between £650 and £700 per week 
       32 £ 36400 - £ 39000, say between £700 and £750 per week 
       33 £ 39000 - £ 41600, say between £750 and £800 per week 
       34 £ 41600 - £ 44200, say between £800 and £850 per week 
       35 £ 44200 - £ 46800, say between £850 and £900 per week 
       36 £ 46800 - £ 49400, say between £900 and £950 per week 
       37 £ 49400 - £ 52000, say between £950 and £1000 per week 
       38 £ 52000 and over, say over £1000 per week 
 

-> [BENEFITS]
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Earnings for individual: 
 
[WORK] SHOW CARD 38 (INCOME) Which of the following numbers represents YOUR own annual 
gross or total EARNINGS before deduction of income tax and National Insurance contributions? 
 
        1 Less than £520, say less than £10 per week 
        2 £   520 - £  1040, say between £ 10 and £ 20 per week 
        3 £  1040 - £  1560, say between £ 20 and £ 30 per week 
        4 £  1560 - £  2090, say between £ 30 and £ 40 per week 
        5 £  2090 - £  2610, say between £ 40 and £ 50 per week 
        6 £  2610 - £  3130, say between £ 50 and £ 60 per week 
        7 £  3130 - £  3650, say between £ 60 and £ 70 per week 
        8 £  3650 - £  4170, say between £ 70 and £ 80 per week 
        9 £  4170 - £  4690, say between £ 80 and £ 90 per week 
       10 £  4690 - £  5210, say between £ 90 and £100 per week 
       11 £  5210 - £  6260, say between £100 and £120 per week 
       12 £  6260 - £  7300, say between £120 and £140 per week 
       13 £  7300 - £  8340, say between £140 and £160 per week 
       14 £  8340 - £  9390, say between £160 and £180 per week 
       15 £  9390 - £ 10430, say between £180 and £200 per week 
       16 £ 10430 - £ 11470, say between £200 and £220 per week 
       17 £ 11470 - £ 12510, say between £220 and £240 per week 
       18 £ 12510 - £ 13560, say between £240 and £260 per week 
       19 £ 13650 - £ 14600, say between £260 and £280 per week 
       20 £ 14600 - £ 15640, say between £280 and £300 per week 
       21 £ 15640 - £ 16690, say between £300 and £320 per week 
       22 £ 16690 - £ 17730, say between £320 and £340 per week 
       23 £ 17730 - £ 18770, say between £340 and £360 per week 
       24 £ 18770 - £ 19810, say between £360 and £380 per week 
       25 £ 19810 - £ 20860, say between £380 and £400 per week 
       26 £ 20860 - £ 23460, say between £400 and £450 per week 
       27 £ 23460 - £ 26070, say between £450 and £500 per week 
       28 £ 26070 - £ 28680, say between £500 and £550 per week 
       29 £ 28680 - £ 31200, say between £550 and £600 per week 
       30 £ 31200 - £ 33800, say between £600 and £650 per week 
       31 £ 33800 - £ 36400, say between £650 and £700 per week 
       32 £ 36400 - £ 39000, say between £700 and £750 per week 
       33 £ 39000 - £ 41600, say between £750 and £800 per week 
       34 £ 41600 - £ 44200, say between £800 and £850 per week 
       35 £ 44200 - £ 46800, say between £850 and £900 per week 
       36 £ 46800 - £ 49400, say between £900 and £950 per week 
       37 £ 49400 - £ 52000, say between £950 and £1000 per week 
       38 £ 52000 and over, say over £1000 per week 
 
 
[PENSION] Are you (or your employer) paying contributions to any of the following pension arrangements.. 
INTERVIEWER READ OUT.. RUNNING PROMPT CODE 4 for NONE\NO PENSION: 
 
1. A personal or private pension fund, or retirement annuity 
2. A company or occupational pension scheme run by my employer (including  
       Superannuation schemes) 
3. A stakeholder pension scheme fund 
4. None\No pension 
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[BENEFITS]  Are you at present receiving any State Benefits? 
 

1. Yes  -> [TYPEBEN] 
2. No  -> [TAXCREDS] 

 
 
[TYPEBEN]  SHOW CARD 39 (BENEFITS) - CODE ALL THAT APPLY - 
 Which of the following benefits do you receive.. 
 
 1. Child Benefit                      |  9. Attendance Allowance      
 2. Child Benefit - Lone Parent        | 10. Disability Living Allowance           
    Rate (was One-Parent Benefit)      | 11. Carer’s Allowance (was Invalid Care 
 3. Retirement Pension or Old Age      |     Allowance 
    Pension                             | 12. Widow’s Pension, War Widow’s Pension,  
 4. Pension Credit (replaced Minimum   |     Bereavement Benefit (includes   
    Income Guarantee from Oct 2003)    |     Bereavement Allowance and/or Bereavement 
 5. Income support                      |     Payment) or Widowed Parent's (Widowed 
 6. Job Seekers Allowance              |     Mother's Allowance) 
   (INCOME BASED)                      | 13. Maternity Allowance 
 7. Job Seekers Allowance              | 14. Severe Disablement Allowance 
   (CONTRIBUTORY) (was Unemployment   | 15. Social Fund 
    Benefit)                            | 16. Industrial Injuries Benefit (i.e.  
 8. Incapacity Benefit (was Sickness   |     Industrial Death Benefit, Industrial 
    /Invalidity Benefit prior to        |     Injuries Disablement Benefit or Reduced 
    April 2005)                         |     Earnings Allowance) 
                                        | 17. None of Above 
Enter at most 16 values 
 
 
[AMOUNT]  Please specify current weekly amount received in ..TYPEBEN.. Benefit? PLEASE 
CHECK THAT THIS IS THE AMOUNT RECEIVED PER WEEK 
 
Enter a numeric value between 0.00 and 200.00 
 
 
[TAXCREDS]   Are you at present receiving any Tax Credits? 
INTERVEIWER PLEASE NOTE:  Tax Credits can be paid as a lump sum covering 6 months, a regular 
payment, some receive them through their pay and others by a Giro book. 
If they receive tax credits they will know that they will!  
 

1.  Yes  -> [TYPETAX] 
2.  No  -> [ANY] 

 
 
[TYPETAX]  SHOW CARD 40 (TAX CREDITS) - CODE ALL THAT APPLY - 
 Which of the following tax credits do you receive.. 
 

1. Working Tax Credit (excluding any childcare tax credit) 
2. Child Tax Credit (including any childcare tax credit) 
3. None of above 

Enter at most 2 values 
 
 
[AMOUNTC]   Please specify current weekly amount received .. TYPETAX ..? 
   PLEASE CHECK THAT THIS IS THE AMOUNT RECEIVED PER WEEK 
 
Enter a numeric value between 0.00 and 200.00 



 
 
 
[ANY]  Do you receive any other State Benefit  (eg Contributory Invalidity Benefit, Mobility 
Allowance,   Guardian Allowance or Child's Special Allowance, etc) ? 
 

1. Yes  -> [BENEFIT1] 
2. No  -> [OTHER] 

 
 
[BENEFIT1..BENEFIT3] PLEASE DESCRIBE 
 
 
[THANKR] THANK RESPONDENT FOR HIS/HER HELP Press 1 to continue 
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[RELIGION: 
 
 
[DENOMIN]  I would like to ask you now about religion. What is your religion, even if you are not currently 
practising? 
 
1.  No religion     10. Christian - not specified 
2. Catholic     11. Buddhist 
3. Presbyterian     12. Hindu 
4. Church of Ireland    13. Jewish 
5. Methodist     14. Muslim 
6. Baptist     15. Sikh 
7. Free Presbyterian    16. Any other religion, please describe 
8. Brethren 
9. Protestant - not specified 
             
 
[OTHDENOM]  Please describe other religion. 
 
[RELPRACT]  Do you consider that you are actively practising your religion? 

1. Yes  
2. No   

 
 
[ATTEND]   And how often do attend your place of worship? 
 
 1. More than once a week             | 6. At least once a year 
 2. At least once a week               | 7. Less often 
 3. At least once a fortnight          | 8. Never 
 4. At least once a month              | 9. Unable to attend 
 5. At least once every few months    
 
 
[SIDFtFQn]  SID 1-8 {For this person, please use showcard ^CardNo} 
Which of the options on this card best describes how you think of yourself? 
Please just read out the number next to the description. 
 
Heterosexual/straight 
Gay/Lesbian 
Bisexual 
Other 
 
[DEPEND1] Do you have responsibility for the care of a child? 
 
 
[DEPEND2] Do you have responsibility for the care of a person with a disability or a dependant elderly 
person? 
 
[DEPEND3] How many people in total do you have care responsibility for? 
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ADMINISTRATION: 
 
[TelNo1]A few interviews in any survey are checked by Head Office to make sure that people like yourself are 
satisfied with the way the interview was carried out. Just in case yours is one of the interviews that is checked, it 
would be helpful if we could have your telephone number. 
 
1   Yes     -> [TELNUMB] 
2   No access to telephone -> [ANYLEFT] 
3   Number refused  -> [ANYLEFT] 
 
 
[TELNUMB] PLEASE RECORD TELEPHONE NUMBER INCLUDING ANY AREA CODE. -> 
[TELNAME] 
 
 
[TELNAME]  And can I check, who should we ask for? STRING[30] 
        
 
[ANYLEFT]   END OF QUESTIONNAIRE - IS ANYONE LEFT IN THIS HOUSEHOLD TO 
INTERVIEW? 
 
HERE AGAIN IS THE LIST OF ALL THE ADULTS IN THE HOUSEHOLD 
 
 1: *HRP Male 45 
 2: *PARTNER Female 44  etc... 
 
* THOSE ALREADY INTERVIEWED 
1. Yes 
2. No 
 
[DONECODE]  YOU HAVE NOW REACHED THE END OF THE QUESTIONNAIRE 
  ** THANK RESPONDENT ** 
  HAVE YOU COMPLETED ALL INTERVIEWING? 
 
  1. Yes, completed all interviewing 
  2. Not yet                         
 
[COMPDATE]  DATE COMPLETED COMPUTED 
 
[INTDATE]  DATE OF INTERVIEW COMPUTED 
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